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CONTROVERSIAL DEBUT
The Canadian release of Karla has brought up
questions of fact versus fiction - too soon?
...
A&E, PAGE 28
NEW NHL, NEW SENS
Don't expect another playoff collapse from the
new-look Senators, head coach Bryan Murray
tells us
...
MURRAY EXCLUSIVE, PAGE 12
WLUSU's three wise men?
In Tuesday's Open Forum, students caught a glimpse of their future representatives. Throughout the day, candidates were questioned and
potential presidents were grilled, but it was a referendum question that proved most intriguing for those in attendance
DAN POLISCHUK
News Editor
As the poltically-interested among
us came out to see WLUSU's elec-
tion candidates go through the
motions at yesterday's Open
Forum, it was empty seats that
witnessed the most interesting
part of the afternoon.
Around 2:3opm, after Sonal Pala
gaveher opening remarks as to why
students should support a Public
Interest Research Group at Laurier
(LSPIRG), Trevor Cresswell put up
an equally tough fight against the
proposed $4.75/term refundable
fee.
He stated numerous times that
he didn't disagree with PIRGs in
general, but felt that one for
Laurier didn't make sense right
now. He accused the group of hav-
lng an incomplete plan to imple-
ment the proposed corporations,
and raised troubling questions
about how they would go about
e ecting their board members next
September.
Pala countered that the fee
would enable LSPIRG to have
their own "resource space" on
campusand that making improve-
ments to existing research
resources don't go far enough.
While Cresswell explained that
he understood the rationale
behind having such an asset on
campus, he continued to hold
strong to the belief that the school
should work on improving and
promoting pre-existing internal
resources, such as the library.
Surrounding the mid-day
debate were presentations by the
candidates for the board of direc-
tors (BOD), board of governors
(BOG) and the acclaimed student
senators.
As the BOD hopefuls tackled
questions such as how they would
lower food costs on campus, there
was decidedly more on the line for
BOG candidates Keren Gottfried,
Laura Gray and Asif Bacchus.
All vying for the individual post,
each contender provided outlines
of their respective platforms.
Gottfried, stating that she "has the
initiative to be a strong student rep-
resentative," focused on putting
undergraduate impetus into the
transformation of the Alvin Woods
Building and making WLU's Century
Plan responsive to students.
Gray, chair of the BOD this past
year, assured that she would be a
student advocate for scholarships
and bursaries while also working
to have tuition increase no greater
than at the rate of inflation.
The third opponent, Bacchus,
also provided a vision as to how
money could be allocated back to
the student population, as well as
working to modernize study
spaces on campus.
After the aforementioned
LSPIRG debate, it was time for
WLUSU's presidential candidates
to take centre stage.
Adam Booth first gave his vision
of improving on and off-campus
safety which included, among
many things, better campus light-
ing and more security poles. Other
key initiatives on Booth's agenda
involved the creation of a Union
journalism centre as well as
improving communicationwithin
faculties - specifically with the
music department.
"Most of the time they spend is
in the John Aird building, which is
unfortunate because they don't
get to receive all the same school
announcements that everyone
else does," he commented, noting
that having spoken with many stu-
dentswithin the faculty, he discov-
ered many had missed their grad-
uation photos. This concern came
back to haunt Booth, however,
when a music student asked him
to state when their weekly con-
certs took place and he couldn't
come up with an answer.
Allan Cayenne, WLUSU's VP of
Student Activities, garnered bois-
terous applause after stating that if
he were to accomplish at least one
thing in a term as president it
would be accessibility to campus
which would "improve student life
V ' TE '06 0"
PRESIDENTIAL
CREDENTIALS
We sat down with your
president hopefuls over the
weekend and grilled them over
their qualifications and major
platform proposals
...
ELECTION PULLOUT, 14-15
AND THEIR VOTE
GOES T0...
Our endorsement panel starts
the punditry off right with their
picks for president, board of
directors and board of
governors
...
ELECTION PULLOUT, 16
Please see FORUM, page 4
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
Tin goingto eat spare-ribs and then punch you in the
face."
- Opinion editor Carly Beath describing her meat-fuelled tendency to rage
WORD OF THE WEEK
Cur (n.): 1. A dog considered to be inferioror undesirable; a
mongrel. 2.A base or cowardly person. The cunning
linguist called Brandon Cur-riea cur.
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The Cord Weekly is the official student newspaper
oftheWilfrid Laurier University community.
Started in 1926 as the College Cord, The Cord Weekly is an
editorially independent newspaper published by Wilfrid
Laurier University Student Publications, Waterloo, a corpo-
ration withoutshare capital. WLUSP is governed by its board
of directors.
Opinions expressed within The Cordare (hose of the author
and do not necessarily reflect those of the Editorial Board,
The Cord, WLUSR WLU or MasterVVeb Printing.
All content appearing in The Cord bears the copyright
expressly of their creator(s) and may not he used without
written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running OS
X.2 using Adobe Creative Suite 2 (InDesign, Photoshop,
Acrobat, Distiller and Illustrator) and Quark Xpress 6.1.
Nikon D7O and Canon Rebel XT 8.0 megapixel digital cam-
eras are used for principal photography. AdobeAcrobat and
Distiller are used to create PDF files which are burned
directly on plates to be mounted on the printing press.
The Cord is printed by Master Web Printing and is published
every Wednesday during the school year except for special
editions which are published as required..
The Cord's circulation for a normal Wednesday issue is 7,000
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Cord subscription rates arc $20.00 per term for addresses
within Canada.
The Cord Weekly is a proud member of the Canadian
University Press (CUP), since 2004.
The Campus Network is The Cord's national M
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Preamble to The Cord Constitution
The Cord will keep faith with its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately
and fairly.
The Cord believes in a balanced and impartial presentation
ofall relevant facts in a news report, and of all substantial
opinions in a matter of controversy.
The staff ol The Cord shall uphold all commonly heldethical
conventionsof journalism. When an error of omission orof <
commission has occurred, that errorshall be acknowledged
promptly.
When statementsare made that are critical of an individual,
or an organization, we shall give those affected the opportu-
nity to reply at the earliest time possible.
Ethical journalism requires impartiality, and consequently
conflicts of interest and the appearance of conflicts of inter-
est will be avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world
around it, and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world
with a special focus on Wilfrid Laurier University, and the
community of Kitchener-Waterloo, and with a special ear to
the concerns of the students of Wilfrid Laurier University.
Ultimately, The Cord will be bound by neither philosophy,
nor geography inits mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. This obligation is best fulfilledwhen
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal
workings of the paper, and through The Cord's contact with
the student body.
The Cord will always attemptto dowhat is right, with fear of
neither repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the
student
press is to actas an agent ofsocial awareness,and so
shall conduct the affairs ofour newspaper.
News
We jammin': ABS kicks offBHM
HEATHER GROSNY
Cord News
The Laurier Association of Black
Students (ABS) kicked off Black
History Month this past Friday
night at the Turret Night Club with
theirannualFreedom Jam.
As the first of many celebrations
to come during the month of
February, executive of promotions
Sarah Beech hopes all the events
put on by ABS will be as successful
as this Freedom Jam turned out to
be.
"Events like the Freedom Jam
allow people of all races and eth-
nicities to get out and enjoy them-
selves among their fellow students
here at Laurier," said Beech. "The
Freedom Jam is meant to repre-
sent, encourage and embrace cul-
tural diversity. We view this
Freedom Jam as a symbol ofsocie-
ty allowing us to be ourselves."
Vice President of ABS, Kenisha
Bynce, says that this Freedom Jam
will act as an excellent introduc-
tion to Black History Month.
"The month of February is
about celebrating the history of
our ancestors and showing respect
to those who have come before us
and struggled for our freedom.
The education of Black history
during the month of February can
help prevent racial and ethnic
ignorance as well as override the
many stereotypes that presently
exist in our world."
Sarah Beech adds that it is their
mission to help eliminate the
chances of history repeating itself
and to expose the experiences of
being a Black individual through
events like Freedom Jam.
Bynce goes on to say, "it is our
hope that through our effort, we
can help bridge the gap that exists
between different races and eth-
nicities in the world."
Dorothy Attakora, external rela-
tions coordinator for the
Association, believes that events
like the Freedom Jam will be able
to gain ABS more recognition at
Laurier.
"As of right now, we have limited
expression on campus. We are not
a highly recognized group by either
the administration or the student
body, and we would like this to
change. Right now, Black history is
not even in the curriculum at
Laurier. Our culture is not reflected
as much as we would like it to be
within the Laurier community."
The Laurier Association of Black
Students will be hosting a Coffee
House for Black History Month on
February 12 at Wilf's. Doors open
at s:oopm and acts will begin to
take the stage around s:3opm.
The Coffee House will exhibit spo-
ken words, poetry and music.
Sydney Helland
KICK OUT THE JAMS - DJ Whitegold works the ones and twos on Friday night at the Turret as part of Freedom Jam, put on by ABS.
LSPIRG ready to take it up a notch
VICTORIA BEGIN
Cord News
In Thursday's Students' Union
election, a little more than individ-
ual recognition will be on the line.
Laurier Students for a Public
Interest Research Group (LSPIRG),
a five-year-old campus club, will
be looking to receive student
funding in an effort to expand and
improve its services. Being put
forth as a referendum question in
this week's election, a majority
'yes' vote will be needed to follow
through on the plan.
If the movement is to pass, stu-
dents will have to pay $4.75 more
per term for the LSPIRG upgrade.
However, this fee will be refund-
able.
That a Public Interest Research
Group, or PIRG, would be seperate
from the LSPIRG campus club, is
one thing that club president
Nicole Barker hopes to make the
Laurier student body aware of.
Separating its members into
specialized "interest groups," the
current campus club is known for
holding events such as Buy
Nothing Day and Make Poverty
History.
One particular cause that
LSPIRG members are currently
interested in is the official creation
of a PIRG at Laurier.
Although LSPIRG does carry out
events on campus, it could never
accomplish the main goals of a
PIRG, which is an issue for the
members of LSPIRG.
"We don't have the resources or
the expertise to help students with
course work, conduct research, or
bring in high-profile speakers that
students would really like to hear
from," said Barker.
Barker also claims PIRG is
accountable to students, as they
elect its board of directors, decide
what videos and books to buy and
what magazines to subscribe to.
If a PIRG were voted into effect,
a board of directors would be
established, consisting of student
representatives who would work
with Laurier in the creation of a
PIRG Resource Centre.
An experienced staff member
would assist with the Centre's set-
up and in an open meeting would
gather feedback from students on
the board, volunteers and any
other concerned students, along
with other staff members.
Once this feedback was gath-
ered, the staff would create a pro-
posal concerning major purchases
of books, videos and magazine
subscriptions. Any staff that had a
major project idea would submit a
serious proposal to be considered
by the Board.
The staff would also find any
donated furniture and computers
available for September to get an
office up and running in order to
help clubs and students with proj-
ects. It would provide a different
niche for students, one that looks
at social, economic as well as envi-
ronmental issues.
"1 personally think Laurier
needs something like this. It would
be awesome to have an organiza-
tion on Laurier's campus that has
the knowledge and the resources
to help students interested in vol-
unteering for, learning about,
and
working on projects or research
related to important issues
on
campus,
in the surrounding com-
munity and potentially on larger
scales, too," Barker explained.
5 Day Action News
Weather Forecast
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as a whole."
Questioned as to how he could
implement a Food Bank on cam-
pus, another
initiative to improve
student life, Cayenne suggested a
model similar to that of
MacMaster's.
"We could have a storage space
for the food and then anonymous
pick-up; so you would request
food, your application would be
processed so we could best meet
your needs," he offered.
Speaking last was current Union
director David Alexander. Having
already spent five years as a
WLUSU volunteer, Alexander
spoke of his "good experience in
managing budgets" as well as his
rapport with Union management
inan attempt to quell fears that his
presidential initiatives will stall
once in office.
When asked how he would
maintain a good working relation-
ship between the Board and
Management Committee to get
things accomplished, Alexander
suggested a new procedure to
passing the yearly budget.
"I would like to institute a budg-
et consultation process before
handwith the elected members of
the BOD so that their concerns are
brought up before the budget's
written ..." said Alexander.
All initiatives and banter aside,
if the cheering sections of each
candidate were any indication, it's
going to be a exciting election day,
and an even more thrilling race to
the finish.
VOCAL
CORP
Are you voting in the
upcoming WL.USU
election?
"Yes, I'm going to vote. Voting is
a popularity contest."
- Mike Thorne
Third-Year Kinesiology
"Yeah, but haven't really heard
much from them."
- Mark Davis
First-Year Business
"Yeah, I'll vote for sure. You
have to vote if you want
something done."
- Keye Tang
First Year Business
"I am planning on voting. This is
our school we should have a
say."
- Laura Law
Third Year Sociology
"I'm not really sure yet. At
Brantford, I'm basing it on
pictures."
- Dylan Childs
First Year Journalism Brantford
Compiled by Dan Polischuk and
Adrian Ma, photos by Sydney Helland
Wilf's presents new cheap eats
ADRIAN MA
News Editor
Most university students share
these two things in common: one,
they enjoy going out for meals and
drinks with their friends. Two, stu-
dents worry about finances; from
rising tuition rates to higher cost
of living expenses, very few uni-
versity students have the option of
being extravagant with their
spending.
For this reason, a significant
amount of pressure has been
placed on the shoulders of the
Students' Union to make more
low-cost food options available on
campus. After a couple of false-
starts earlier in the school year, a
value menu has finally been deliv-
ered to Wilf's and will stay for the
remainderof the term.
"I think we had to overcome a
couple points of clarification,"
said WLUSU President Dan Robert
about the delay in working more
low-cost options into Wilf's culi-
nary repertoire. WLUSU's main
debate was whether Wilf's was to
offer meals at low expense or
meals that offered more value for
the money. "Once we figured that
out, we were able to put some-
thing down on paper."
The result is Wilf's new value
menu. The blue clip-on menu fea-
tures four items, all priced under
$5.00, and offers beef chili, BLT
sandwich with salad or fries, mac-
aroni and cheese, and fruit salad.
In devising this alternative menu,
Wilf's Operation's Manager
Christine Nobles-Smith aimed to
satisfy a spectrum of preferences.
"We tried to offer a little bit of
everything," she said. The menu is
designed to provide foods that
would appeal to both lunchtime
and dinner crowds.
Sales of the low-cost items were
strong when the menu debuted in
the first week of January, but
Nobles-Smith says there's been "a
decrease [in sales] over the four
weeks." For now, she has adopted
a "wait-and-see" attitude towards
this new project, but is confident
that Wilf's will eventually see con-
sistency in the sale of their value
menu items.
Dan Robert has received posi-
tive feedback over the new menu,
but he insists that WLUSU's work
spearheading value options at
Wilf's is not necessarily done. He
understands there are some weak-
nesses in the menu, such as the
lack of vegan options: currently, a
vegan student would only be able
to eat the fruit salad (available at
$2.55).
"If it needs to be changed, it can
be," said Robert. He says that
WLUSU is tracking the sales num-
bers, and ifstudents haveconcerns
about the menu or suggestions to
improve it, he recommends they
approach him directly.
As for the WLUSU president
himself, what does he eat when
he's at Wilf's?
"I'm a fan of the Mac & Cheese,"
Robert said with a laugh.
Dan Polischuk
Meal-by-meal Wilf's value menu review
A substantial serving of seasoned
ground beef and kidney beans,
this particular option will find its
appeal mainly with severely pro-
tein deficient students or lumber-
jacks. Individuals who prefer their
meals served with more than trace
amounts of microscopic vegeta-
bles are advised to look elsewhere.
But while dubious in nutritional
value, there's no doubt that its ask-
ing price of under $4.00 makes it
an attractive option for those who
proudly support the Canadian
beefindustry.
Words of praise were bandied
about for its use of flavourful, lean
bacon and crisp lettuce.
Accompanying the BLT was a
heaping fistful of French fries
which tested the limits of
Ukrainian iron-man News Editor
Dan Polishuk. He left Wilf's with
both a full stomach and a full wal-
let, which was ample cause for cel-
ebration. According to Operations
Manager Christine Nobles-Smith,
the BLT option is the runaway
bestseller from the value menu.
It's definitely not a bowl of Kraft
Dinner: Wilf's Mac & Cheese is an
intimidating mass of macaroni
pasta swimming in cheddar
cheese and cream sauce. When
Cord writer Catherine Mann was
informed she had to consume the
whole dish, the glint of fear in her
eyes exclaimed more than words
ever could. The meal held its own
taste-wise, although some points
were deducted for what was
described as "very watery pasta."
Still, to pay $3.25 and receive a
decent meal the size of a human
headis a very compelling.
Compared to the other value
options, the fruit salad fared rela-
tively poorly. The pieces of can-
taloupe, melon, and pineapple
certainly passed the criteria to be
considered fruit, but freshness
was definitely a legitimate con-
cern. Pale in colour and supple in
texture, the fruit salad failedto rise
to the occasion, and did little to set
itself apart from the syrupy fruit
cups that are sold in our dining
hall. Despite the mediocre quality
of the fruit, the portion was gener-
ous and the flavour was more than
passable.
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Student life centre opens
Brand new student centre offers Laurier Brantford students a place of their own
GINA RACINE
Cord News
Last Wednesday, the students of
Laurier Brantford celebrated the
launch of their new student cen-
tre. The centre, located on Darling
Street, is a contemporary update
of a historical building, mucn like
other Laurier Brantford campus
locations. The building features
new technology that students
require while keeping historical
architecture intact.
"Its nice to finally have a place
the students can call theirs," said
Dave Hamilton, a third-year
Organizational Leadership stu-
dent. "[They] can go and relax,
study, meet up with friends, go for
a coffee [soon] or just hang out
and watch some TV."
With three floors of offices, as
well as study areas and a lounge
area, The Laurier Brantford
Students' Centre finds itself signif-
icantly different than the Student
Centre at Laurier's Waterloo cam-
pus. Themain floor of the building
is where the lounge area is located,
which includes couches, tables
and a projection television with a
surround sound system.
The main entrance holds a
beautiful chandelier and the
lounge area has a fireplace which
was retained from the original
building.
"Something that is important to
note is the care and little details
that went into the planning and
design of the building," said Sara
Neziol, former Commissioner of
Laurier Brantford. "Anyone who
steps into the building is amazed
by the attentionto detail and over-
all layout."
The second floor includes sever-
al offices, some of which are not
yet in use. A health centre with a
readily available doctor and nurse
is located on this floor as well as
counseling services.
Among the new additions to the
campus are the boardroom and
office spaces for the student union
representatives (including the
office of the new Commissioner).
The basement of the building
has a quiet study area with desks
and a separate study area with
brand new computers, accessible
only to Laurierstudents.
Members of the students' union
like Dave Hamilton are happy to
see a more organized space to
work in.
"Before the [student union rep-
resentatives] were sharing offices
in a small room in the basement.
Now the offices are more profes-
sional, and very organized. It actu-
ally seems like a real students'
union."
But rebuilding this old heritage
site was not as easy as one would
imagine. Last year the Student
Union, led by former
Commissioner Sara Neziol, faced
several struggles when introduc-
ing the idea to the city.
"I think that the biggest struggle
that we had was with the initial
referendum that was held in order
to contribute student funding to
the project," said Sara. "We were
all nervous about it during the
campaign period, but it was sup-
ported overwhelmingly by the stu-
dent population."
But it appears that Laurier
Brantford is not quite donewith its
makeover.
"Nearing completion is the
Wilkes Building which is just
beside the new Student Centre,"
said Hamilton. "It will be finished
anytime now and has a 40 bed res-
idence, as well as a student athlet-
ic centre."
ContributedPhoto
WLUSU and
The Cord make
amends
Estranged advertising relationship is rekindled
ADRIAN MA
News Editor
After breaking advertising ties
with The Cord Weekly earlier this
year, the Wilfrid Laurier Students'
Union (WLUSU) has resurrected
advertising in the campus news-
paper.
"I think WLUSU had their rea-
sons for pulling their advertising,
and as time moved on they felt
that it was in everyone's best inter-
est to come back," said WLUSP
President Anthony Piscitelli.
"We're happy to have their adver-
tising back in The Cord."
This past September WLUSU
pulled out of their advertising
agreement with The Cord, express-
ing disagreement with the paper's
editorial content and a desire to
explore different avenues of mar-
keting.
"From the beginning we've had
our doors open [to resume the
relationship]."
- Anthony Piscitelli, WLUSP president
The loss of Students' Union ads
cost The Cord nearly $14,000 in
revenue.
With both the WLUSU elections
and Polar Jam - the ambitious
Laurier-University of Waterloo
joint concert - fast approaching,
WLUSU's VP of Marketing Kat
Lourenco felt that this was an
appropriate time to return to The
Cord.
"Basically, it was our plan all
along," said Lourenco, who has
spent the last several months re-
evaluating WLUSU's advertising
scheme. WLUSU is moving to
towards electronic marketing, and
she says that much of WLUSU's
advertising resources were devot-
ed to developing online newslet-
ters and streamlining their web-
sites.
She feels that WLUSU has not
lost much by declining to adver-
tise with The Cord for the bulk of
this school year, but that there is
good reason to come back.
"I'm a huge fan of those back
page colour ads," said Lourenco.
"Those sorts of things, I think,
are actually quite effective when
combined with other things."
Piscitelli believes that The Cord
holds a lot of potential when it
comes to reaching consumers.
"I think The Cord is a definitely a
really strong tool on campus to
reach students," he said. "The cal-
endar at the beginning of the year,
that WLUSU put out was one of
the most creative things I've seen
WLUSU do in a while."
To Piscitelli, regaining WLUSU's
advertising is something mutually
beneficial for both
the Union and
WLUSR
"We've actually
been doing fairly suc-
cessfully in terms of
our advertising, but
the more resources
we have, the more
money we can pump
back into our volun-
teers and into the
opportunities we give students,"
said Piscitelli.
Both he and Lourenco agree
that theconflict over editorial con-
tent has largely been resolved.
"From the beginning we've had
our doors open [to resume the
relationship) ."said Piscitelli.
"It's not really about what we
want to see in The Cord ... it's stu-
dents who are essentially paying
for those ads," said Lourenco. "If
they don't agree with content then
we really can't either."
"(The coverage] has been pretty
balanced, and that's all we've ever
asked for."
BOG candidate platforms, for real this time
Asif Bacchus
As a member of the Board of
Governors, I would like to see us
continue to renovate and modern-
ize our study spaces around cam-
pus. This would start with ensur-
ing the DAWB renovations happen
on-budget and then continuewith
the plans for St. Michaels. I would
also like to review the fees charged
to students and ensure that
University spending is in-line with
the best interests of YOU as a stu-
dent. I would look into the debt
load of the University, private
placement of debt, and examine
alternative investment options to
ensure Laurier can afford to con-
tinue expanding and improving.
Finally, I would like to see the
University support more student-
led charity and leadership devel-
opment endevours. Please vote
Asif Bacchus for Board of
Governors.
Laura Gray
In my current role as Chair of the
Board of Directors of WLUSU, I
have had the opportunity to build
working relationships with the
WLU administration. My Board
experience has allowed me to
learn and understandhow the var-
ious campus groups and organiza-
tions interact as they create the
Laurier experience. My experience
will allow me to be a strong and
effective voice for our student
body. From time to time there will
be challenges presented to the
Board of Governors which will
require the experience and com-
mitment that I have to offer. As a
student representative, I will
strongly advocate for financial
support for students by insuring
that students will continue to have
access to scholarships and bur-
saries. I will ensure have funding
and space is made available in
order to create a campus centre
with the objective being to cele-
brate diversity on the campus. I
will work to improve Laurier's
standing with the various ranking
organizations, such as McLean's,
The University Report Card and
the NSSE. I feel that we need to
continue to work at providing for a
positive reputation and sense of
value for a Laurier degree. The
WLU Century Plan is intended to
set the direction for Laurier
through 2011. 1 will work with all
of the members of the BOG to con-
tinue with the vision of a more
comprehensive university.
Student focus in campus life and
in the classroom must be main-
tained in all aspects of the plan.
Please visit: www.lauragray.com
for more information.
Keren Gottfried
Laurier Board of Governors needs
a confident, well-researched stu-
dent representative to ensure our
concerns are taken seriously. I am
passionately dedicated to our
school, as I have demonstrated
through my involvement in
the
WLU Senate, Student's Union,
Student Publications, and Greek
Life. If elected I will focus on three
main projects: (1) an environmen-
tal purchasing policy for WLU, (2)
a transportation system between
Brantford and Waterloo, and (3)
ensuring the school deals
with the
thousands of displaced students
the DAWB renovation will create
next year.
I will keep students noti-
fied about decisions the school
makes in Senate and BoG by pro-
ducing a newsletter, and survey
your needs by holding
focus
groups. Vote for your right
to be
heard on this campus - vote
for
Keren Gottfried.
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On presidents
and PIRGs
The
WLUSU Open Forum held yesterday was an exercise in
extremes.
The section for the presidential candidates, the highest-profile
part of the elections, was, for the most part, uninspiring. The
three candidates often reiterated the same points over and over again,
even in response to different questions, giving the impression that they
were often grasping at straws to give a response. It also raises concerns
about the variety and diversity of projects each would realistically tackle
if elected.
Even more unfortunately, the candidates often seemed to be piggy-
backing on each other's answers. This won't be an option for the person
who emerges as the winner, so it's essential that they are able to come up
with original and well-thought-out ideas.
The LSPIRG section, which is a less prominent issue for most students,
turned out to be the most heated part of the forum. This is encouraging,
and will hopefully provoke more students into learning about the issue
and making an informed vote on the PIRG referendum question.
The outcome will determine whether or not the current Laurier
Students for a Public Interest Research Group becomes a proper Public
Interest Research Group.
Research is a central aspect of any university, and a group that facili-
tates this should be given fair consideration. Ideally, the PIRG will provide
a great deal of benefit to students for a small fee of $4.75 per semester.
The speed bump here is that after the forum, the plans for the PIRG
seem less organized thanwould be desirable. While a PIRG is a good idea,
it's essential that students see results for their money.
Theupside is thatstudents will be able toopt-out of the fee if they wish.
This means that students who want to support the PIRG will be able to do
so, and those who don'tare not forced to. Meanwhile, if the PIRG referen-
dum question doesn't pass, there will be no PIRG to support.
Voting in favour of a PIRG will give them the chance to prove what they
can do for students, without requiring a commitment from anyone.
At the very least, it's provoked debate and stirred emotions, which is
more than can be said for the all-important presidential candidates.
A tip of the hat to Wilf's
After huge student demand, Wilfs
introduced a low-cost menu at the
beginning of January. This move
will be much appreciated by stu-
dents, especially at this time of
year, when funds are starting to
run low.
All of the options on the new
menu cost less than five dollars, a
fact that would be impressive for
any food establishment, and is
especially so for a sit-down pub.
And, thankfully, the low prices
don't come at the expense of por-
tion sizes, which are more than
adequate.
As well, the foodselection, while
not extensive, is as varied as could
be expected from such a small
menu. You would be hard-pressed
to find someone who doesn't like
at least one of the options, be it the
chili, the BLT and fries (or salad),
the macaroni and cheese or the
fruit salad.
Vegan students will probably be
less-than-impressed with their
choice - the fruit salad (WLUSU
Presidential candidate David
Alexander rightly questioned the
appropriateness of deeming it a
"meal") is the only item accessible
to them.
The larger number of non-
vegan vegetarian students,
though, will be pleased to see that
half of the menu items are avail-
able to them. Sure, this is only two
of four meals, but 50 percent of the
menu is a much higher amount
than most vegetarians are used to
having to select from when eating
at a restaurant.
Despite its small flaws, the low-
cost options at Wilfs are an excel-
lent step in the right direction; we
can only hope that low-cost items
become a long-term fixture, and
that the list continues to expand.
These unsigned editorials were agreed upon by at least two-thirds of the The
Cord's EditorialBoard and do not necessarily reflect the views ofThe Cord's
volunteers, staffor WLUSP.
Editorial
Women are on a
political teeter-totter
And hopefully from now on the ride up will be a little sweeter each time
DANPOLISCHUK
News Editor
Like we all experienced at one
time or another as children, the
playground equipment that prob-
ably gave us the most fits was the
teeter-totter.
Nothing was sweeter than rising
up, ever higher, and enjoying the
ecstasy that came from reaching
for the blue sky. When it came time
to be lowered, often with a heavy
thud, it was one hell ofa downer.
I think sums up the ride women
are experiencing in not only
Canada, but around the world.
The highs came across in big
bold newspaper headlines begin-
ning late last year with Chile elect-
ing a female leader in Michelle
Bachelet, who won in a runoff
election.
She was followed, in November,
by Angela Merkel taking over the
reins in Germany as its first ever
female Chancellor. Angela
Johnson-Sirleaf quickly followed
suit in Liberia.
Now most recently, Tarja
Halonen of Finlandwon a six-year
term as President after her con-
tender, Sauli Niinisto, conceded
defeat before a runoff was to be
held.
All signs would seem point
women finally gaining more polit-
ical clout. The facts tell another,
more disappointing, truth.
According to The Centre for
Development and Population
Activities (CEDPA), a Washington-
based group working towards the
improvement of women's role in
society, progress is occurring at a
slower rate than the news may
suggest.
For example, currently only 16
percent of seats in national parlia-
ments worldwide are occupied by
females.
A 1995 United Nations
Conference looked to improve
such figures by implementing a
minimum 30 percent threshold
that governments were encour-
aged to set aside for women. At
this point in time, less than 20
countries have followed through
on the plan.
Currently, only 16 percent of
seats in national parliaments
worldwide are occupied by
females.
What's even more sad is the fact
that Canada, which is considered
one of the most liberal countries
in the world, doesn't even come
close. According to a recent article
in the Toronto Star, after last
week's election only 21 percent of
MPs elected were female.
Doesn't it sound just a little
ridiculous that only about a fifth of
the House will be occupied by
women? Talk about liberality.
Is there anyone to blame for
this? Maybe.
1 believe an honest fuss could be
made about how welcoming each
respective party is to having
females playing what, obviously,
continues to be a male-dominated
game.
Having said this, would voters
even elect women as their repre-
sentatives in parliament? It's hard
to say, but given the recent success
of the new leaders mentioned
above, who says it couldn't hap-
pen?
And to tell you the truth, I think
it would be a good thing. In the
same CEDA report, The World
Bank noted that a correlation does
exist between more women in
public office and lower chances of
government corruption. Maybe
the Liberals especially should take
note.
It's gotten to
the point that politics
have to be freshened
up just a
little bit.
Already during
Christmas, CNN had
been talking about a
possible Condoleezza
Rice/Hilary Clinton
race for the White House in 2008.
While the chances of that occur-
ring are close to nil, we sure
weren't hearing an election being
hyped this much three years
in
advance when Gore and Bush
were going head-to-head in 2000.
Needless to say, while
the see-
saw will continue for the women
in politics, there is visible hope
that the ride up will be a
little
sweeter each time from now on.
letters@cordweekly.cotn
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Opinion
The seasons ofworld elections
Of the 71 elections in 2006, not all of them carry the importance of those in Israel and Palestine - and certainly not Canada's
BRYN BOYCE
Production Manager
When a certain groundhog pops
out of his hole tomorrow, it will
gaze around at a Conservative
Canada. But where's the ice?
Where's the cold? Where's the 'hell'
that Stephen Harper was suppos-
edly bringing with him?
Oh that's right. In political
terms, Canadian 'winters' are pos-
itively tropical no matter what
your party persuasion may be.
The attention-starved Canadian
people had just two days to bask in
the international media's limelight
before fading from late-night talk
shows and CNN updates. 'A Shift
To The Right' was replaced by con-
cerns over 'A Shift To Terrorist
State' in Palestine as the terrorist
organization, Hamas, won a 76-
seat majority.
As far as issues go, how does arc-
tic sovereignty stack up against the
Palestinian state aspirations? Are
attack ads in the same ballpark as
suicide attacks? Is 13 years of
Liberal rule as domineering as 40
years underFatah?
This isn't to say that Canadian
issues are completely mundane -
they are important. But their
importance lies on a very different
political plane - one in which the
most fundamental human con-
cerns are (generally) met and
where regional stability doesn't
hang in the balance.
Of the 71 elections pegged for
2006 there are certain elections,
such as those of Finland and
Canada, which are much more
procedural and others that are
charting new territory. While
Stephen Harper's Conservatives
clamoured to the political centre,
Hamas has never been centrist.
Despite that fact, January 25
marked the first time in history
that free and fair elections were
held in Palestine and 78 percent of
voters turned out to the polls.
How does arctic sovereignty
stack up against Palestinian
state aspirations? Are attack ads
in the same ballpark as suicide
attacks? is thirteen years of
Liberal rule as domineering as
40 years under Fatah?
The Bush administration, which
sees the Hamas win as a sign that a
political springtime is now even
further away, is now talking tough
with the soon-to-be governing
party and threatening to halt
funding to the Palestinian territo-
ries.
While Hamas' victory represents
another chink in Bush's foreign
policy armour, it also has the
potential to weigh
heavily on a constel-
lation of sub-issues
that captivate the
world today. Issues of
terrorism, cross-cul-
tural dialogue,
democratization and
development all
come to the forefront
in Middle East con-
versations.
In our security-
paranoid times, insta-
bility preoccupies our
attention and with
Ariel Sharon's recent stroke, the
outlook in the Middle East has
never been so muddied. Hamas'
victory just entrenches the uneasy
feeling that the unpredictable will
remain the status quo in the
region.
Just last fall, Condoleeza Rice
helped broker an eleventh-hour
deal that handed control over
Gaza's borders to the Palestinian
Authority for the first time ever.
Spring seemed to be in the air.
Ariel Sharon's stroke, followed by
the Palestinian elections, have
now chilled the peace prospects
and with Israel's upcoming March
election, many fear a harder-line
party might gain power in the
Jewish state.
Instead of waking up to a
Conservative Canada, albino
groundhogs everywhere will be
more likely to notice a radically
different Palestine on February 2.
Whether or not peace in the
Middle East is 'just around the
corner' will depend on the type of
shadow Hamas intends to cast
over the region and just how will-
ingly they accept political conces-
sions.
letters@cordweekly. com
Grocery store blues
Grocery shopping is all about the ambiance, which will certainly be missing from
Wal-Mart's impending "vibe-kill" grocery aisles, says Chris Collie
CHRIS COLLIE
TheSpaceBetween
I've been spending a pile of money
lately on groceries, and I know
why. Every time one or more ofmy
roommates and I head out to
shop, the question invariably
posed is: "Should we hit-up a
cheap store, or a good one?"
We observe a strong difference
the quality of grocery stores - and
after this brief discussion, usually
in the car, we always choose the
premium.
Of course our pocketbooks are
forced to suffer the wrath, which is
totally ridiculous for people like
us. Students are preemptively
broke, especially this time of year,
and we're no exception. Yet we
can't seem to break away, for a
multiplicity of reasons ...
Although the discount grocery
stores can provide the low-prices
that students should, in theory, be
supportive of, the quality of food
found there is, as you know, ques-
tionable. It's amazing how after
four years of eating the same stu-
dent staple-foods over and over
again, you acquire the ability to
powerfully distinguish between
classes (chicken fingers, lasagna?).
These are levels of rank and file
that you never knew existed
before. It's as if university students
become connoisseurs of the most
basic of dinners, just as the afflu-
ent tend to become the apprecia-
tors of fine wines. The President's
Choice chicken finger as a bottle
of Chateauneuf-du-Pape in our
case? How depressing.
Yet there is a far more com-
pelling reason to hit-up the good
grocery store: ambiance.
The cheap grocery stores are
completely unappealing to the
senses, regardless of the fact that
they don't care about this. They
have no style, no presence and no
vibe. Shopping in these utilitarian
dwellings makes the whole gro-
cery shopping process even more
of a chore than it has to be. The
focus becomes just getting in and
getting out - a search-and-destroy
mission carried out with military
precision. Your broken-down cart
the humvee, your debit card the
automatic weapon ... and
none of
us want to be chip aisle soldiers,
do we?
On the other hand, shopping at
the nice grocery store is like taking
the scenic route home. It may take
longer and cost more money, but
in the process one actually
becomes rejuvenated and posi-
tive. The produce section actually
has its own design? It sure does.
The good grocery store, to borrow
an example from the evil-genius of
the retail world, is the antithesis to
Wal-Mart. If Wal-Mart were a
phrase, one possibility would be
its
tag line: "Always low prices.
Always." Yet another possibility
could be: "A gigantic trap of vibe-
kill."
Everyone hates going in there,
which is a fascinating truth when
one considers that Wal-Mart has
international sales approaching
$1 billion dollars a day, and
accounts for 10 percent of all
exports leaving China. It's a wild
phenomenon that traps you in
through pure economics (which
got a C-
in art class), and forces
you
to consider your options.
Either buy something from the
"good store" that will provide you
with a sociocultural experience, or
buy it at Wal-Mart for, lets say, 35
percent less. And at the end of the
day, if your bank account simply
does not have that extra 35 per-
cent, your choice becomes made
by default.
And guess what: Wal-Mart is
opening a version of its store here
in Canada that has a full grocery
department. In 2006-07, Wal-Mart
plans to renovate three stores in
Ontario, beginning with London
late this year, into the full-scale
grocery version they have had in
the US for some time. In the past
15 years, 31 grocery chains
in the
United States have gone bankrupt,
most of them claiming Wal-Mart
and this model of store as the root-
cause.
When I heard this, all I could
think was: "That's wild - what if
one day, Wal-Mart just took over
every grocery store
in North
America through acquisition, or
forced others to close through
their massive economy of scale
and ensuing buying power, and we
were all forced to shop there for
our groceries - it couldn't be!" The
same blue and dirty-white interior
that already stands-in as a repre-
sentation of retail's underbelly,
now also the only place 1 could go
for my hummus dip and whole-
wheat pitas.
In that case, we might as well
start petitioning stores like
Winners or Payless to start selling
groceries, as I don't see much of a
difference between the three
...
and maybe we could work with
them on some positive design
concessions. We still have time.
letters@cord weekly, com
Contributed Photo
DOWN THE AISLE - This grocery store aisle is definitely missing the
ambiance that Chris Collie so badly craves.
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99.9 percent just isn't enough, Lysol
Forget the anti-bacterial products and finish your drugs if you don't want to deal with tough, tattooed germs, says Tim Peppin
TIMPEPPIN
theGateway
EDMONTON (CUP) - It seems that
being anti-bacterial is all the rage.
Cleaning products, mouthwashes,
antibiotics —hell, even some fab-
rics—all boast the ability to effec-
tively kill harmful bacteria, usually
quoting an impressive proportion
such as 99.9 percent.
Now, the greatest problem with
killing 99.9 percent of bacteria in a
given area is that you haven't killed
100 percent. That 0.1 percent left
behind is now free to exploit the
space and resources previously
taken by its less hardy competi-
tion, free to spread, to multiply,
and to mutate.
So, while by Lysoling everything
you see you may have temporarily
spared your ugly, fat-fingered,
thumb-sucking child the discom-
fort of a brief sickness caused by
ingesting fecal coliform bacteria,
you have turned that
area into a
breeding ground of sorts for bad-
ass bacteria.
This is evolution in action.
The selection pressure is
extreme, removing all but the
fittest of individuals and reward-
ing those with a successful combi-
nation of genetic traits with
unprecedented evolutionary
delights: rapid and übiquitous
reproduction. It's akin to roving
through the city fighting to the
death everyone you meet, then
handing control of the city over to
the group of surly ne'er-do-wells
that remain. Yes, there are indeed
fewer problematic people, but the
situation doesn't bode well for the
future.
The same principle holds with
antibiotics, and is the sole reason
behind the recent explosion of so-
called "superbugs." The body's
interior is ideally invasive-
microbe free. Our immune system
works relentlessly to identify and
dismember infectious agents and,
considering the frequency of the
attempts to invade and sully the
sanctity of our bodies, they work
incredibly well. Sometimes, how-
ever, an illness lingers, or we are
whiny and impatient and we look
to antibiotics to hasten this natu-
ral process.
Now, ideally all of the invasive
microbes should be killed and the
body's interior returned to its pris-
tine state. However, some people
stop the microbial genocide pre-
maturely. They feel better, and
they stop taking their meds.
Usually, this has no effect of any
significance. The body's immune
system continues on its merry
way, the microbes are slaughtered,
and nothing comes of it.
Sometimes, though, the bacte-
ria are tough. They have chains
and wear leather. They don't
believe in mufflers. Flying in the
face of the host's immune system
and a dwindling antibiotic con-
centration in the blood, they begin
to multiply again. I mentioned
mutation above, and bacteria
mutate at an astonishing rate.
Though it may only have been a
small, genetically-similar clus-
ter—or, conceivably, a single indi-
vidual—that originally infected
the host, in the process of multi-
plying some of the "offspring" are
inevitably different.
So, while the original infectious
bacteria may not havebeen robust
enough to survive the rigours of
the body, and more importantly
the presence of an antibiotic,
some of its progeny may. By less-
ening the pressure of the body's
hostile environment, these slightly
more robust strains are isolated
and given free reign - keys to the
city, as it were.
Repeat this sequence of events a
few hundred times, and the bacte-
ria will have eye patches and tat-
toos. They will swallow antibiotics
and call it sugar.
They will be resistant.
"So what?" you may say. "We're
clever; we're resourceful; we'll
come up with new antibiotics."
Not so.
There is a principle in econom-
ics called the law of diminishing
marginal returns, which, for those
not economically inclined, rough-
ly states this: as developments
occur inany system, further devel-
opments require proportionately
more effort than those which pre-
ceded them. We all intuitively
understand how this works.
Advances and changes early on
are easy; solutions to problems are
often simple, and increasing effi-
ciency and effectiveness takes lit-
tle research. But, as time goes on
and the easy solutions have
already been discovered, it
becomes increasingly costly and
difficult to come up with new and
effective ones.
This is precisely what has hap-
pened, and is happening, with
antibiotics, and indeed with the
entire pharmaceutical industry.
The easy methods of killing bacte-
ria (like interfering with cell wall
production) have already been
thought of and implemented. And
the bacteria have, for the most
part, evolved past them. New solu-
tions are, in accordance with the
law of diminishing marginal
returns, more costly and less effec-
tive on the whole than those that
preceded them.
So, concerned as you are about
avoiding snotty noses and liquid
poo, shy away from
antibacterial
products, and for God's sake, do
what the doctor tells you—finish
the prescription.
letters@cordweekly.com
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Letters to the Editor
Cord not representative
With articles ranging from the
French riots to last week's ridicu-
lous horoscopes published on
Martin Luther King Jr. Day to last
week's blatantly racist column
regarding the Toronto shootings,
The Cord has shown its insensitiv-
ity toward its minority population,
predominately the black commu-
nity and their feelings.
In particular, I am utterly
appalled at the article written by
Tyler Feltmate regarding the gun
violence in Toronto. As a black
native of Toronto, I believe
Feltmate's comments are quite
outlandish and suffer from an
ignorant view of the world.
His solution of eliminating the
problem in Rexdale, a predomi-
nately black neighbourhood, is to
give it over to the mafia. I basical-
ly interpret this as meaning: allow
the blacks to be doneaway with by
the dominant race. Somehow I
feel like through this article I've
realized that the view of blacks by
many of my peers has
not
changed.
For instance, Feltmate acknowl-
edged there was a problem of gun
violence before the shooting of
Jane Creba, yet only now it calls for
a solution. This is because, as long
as it's blacks killing blacks and the
violence doesn't seep out of pre-
dominantly black neighbour-
hoods there is little need to reme-
dy this problem. Surprisingly,
what is his solution or hope? Bury
them at the bottom of Lake
Ontario or let the mafia or Special
Forces dealwith the problem. And
special note Feltmate: the Mafia is
not an organized crime unit con-
cerned solely with money laun-
dering - it too carries out violent
acts of murder.
As for using alcohol as a reason
for the ridiculous statements
made, what justifies legitimizing
this idiocy by publishing it? I ask
you what your IQ is.
1 am disgusted, and I feel that
The Cord Weekly no longer repre-
sents its student population as it
has blatantly disregarded the per-
spectives and feelings of student
minorities. It is discomforting to
know that as a minority myself this
is how I am regarded. I am afraid
to see what will be printed in next
week's issue.
Lauren Thompson
Questioning IQ
This is being submitted on behalf
of a Laurier alumnus. Throughout
my life I've been told that certain
arguments should never be enter-
tained. I'm referring to last week's
article in The Cord entitled, "The
solutions to gun violence aren't
found at the bottom of a bottle,
obviously," written by Tyler
Feltmate.
Feltmate shares with us a little
story after acknowledging that the
Boxing Day and Oakville Place
Mall shooting caused rapid
responses to the 'whole' problem.
He shares with us a few ideas of
how to deal with the gangs in
Rexdale. There's the lovely
thought of bodies hanging at the
bottom of Lake Ontario with
cement blocks for footwear. Not
to mention, his M-a-f-i-a chant, as
well as his militant approach by
bringing in the JTF2 to take care of
the problem.
It's obvious that Feltmate has no
clue ofwhat he is talking about for
the following reasons. He ques-
tions the IQs of the murderers, but
overlooks his intelligence behind
this ignorant article. He says
poverty and neglected youth can't
suffice in a wealthy area such as
Oakville, but overlooks the ques-
tion of where these guns are com-
ing from and who supplies these
murderers with them. He says he
chooses money laundering over
random shootings any day but
forgets about the mafia's involve-
ment in drug smuggling and
botched mob hits. May I remind
you of the California sandwich
cafe shooting that occurred two
years ago which left the mother of
a disabled child a paralyzed moth-
er herself! Well, if you weren't
aware, arrests were made April 14,
2005, in which the shooting erupt-
ed as a dispute between two
organized crime families, but hey,
why should these obvious facts
rain on your blatantly discrimina-
tory arguments/perspective?
What it all boils down to is this:
the stereotypes which you choose
to present to a community who
shares your views or is clueless
to
reasons behind the overwhelming
gun violence only go so
far. Your
excuse of these hidden truths
revealed by drunkenness and your
PC creative title doesn't justify
your bashful comments.
Now if
we'd like to question IQ levels,
how about we question yours?
On behalf of a Laurier Alumnus,
David Green
Letter Policy:
All letters to the editor must be signed and
sub-
mitted with the author's name, student
identifi-
cation number, and telephone number.
Letters
must be received by 12pm
Tuesday on disk, or
via e-mail at letters@cordweekly.com
with
i the subject heading of
'Cord letter. Letters
must be typed or easily legible
and may
not
exceed 350 words. The Cord reserves
the right
to edit any
letter for brevity and clarity. Spelling
and grammar
will be corrected. The Cord
reserves the right to reject any letter,
in whole
j or in part.
| The Cord reserves the right not to publish
material that is deemed to be libelous
or in
I contravention with the Cord's Code of Ethics or
j journalistic standards.
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TheHarperHangover
Stephen Harper and the changing of the guard
Kind oflike Celine Dion
MARCOSMOLDES
MySo-CalledQueerLif
Last week when the election
results started to come in I was
pretty worried that we were look-
ing at a Conservative majority gov-
ernment, so when a minority was
announced I decidcd to count my
blessings.
However, it wouldn't be like me
not to comment on our new prime
minister. To me the election of
Stephen Harper was probably the
silliest Canadian mistake since
Celine Dion: both of them are ter-
rible singers (well at least Celine
Dion is) and they are both major
embarrassments for Canada
(Celine is just silly, Harper is just
damn embarrassing.)
If you think about it, Dion and
Harper have a lot in common.
While he doesn't perform nightly
at Caesar's Palace, nor did he go
and work out his policies in
Europe before bringing them to
the Canadian stage, I think that
both of them will go down in the
Canadian history books as being
considered jokes in their respec-
tive fields. Unlike Celine Dion,
Harper doesn't have a charming
Quebecois accent to soften the
blow before he opens his mouth
and starts spouting off his ridicu-
lous conservative ideology.
With his robot-like appearance
and rather scary comments about
universal healthcare and minority
rights, he reminds me of the cow-
boy our oppressed neighbours to
the south have as their president.
Harper is considered to be an
ally of the right-wing conserva-
tives of the United States; these are
the same people who blamed
September 11 on gay men and
abortionists, and have also
accused the Teletubbies of pro-
moting a gay influence (that was
our good friend Jerry Falwell).
Harper has made comments to
the effect of calling Canada
"socialistic" and noted that once
he gets
into office his party
will
begin "rebuilding this great coun-
try." If I wanted to hire a decorator
to redo the way my country is
designed I'm pretty sure I would-
n't hire a redneck from Alberta to
update my look. Because really, do
you think that Harper could possi-
bly know how to balance out a
room using contrasting colours?
This is the man we expect to know
how to run a country?
While I was not the biggest fan
of the Liberal party in the last elec-
tion I can't help but wonder what
will happen to minority rights now
that we have mini-Bush in Ottawa
calling the shots. If I lose the pro-
tection on my rights offered to me
by the Canadian Charter of
Human Rights and Freedoms I will
blame all of the people who decid-
ed not to vote.
In my Spanish class, Dr.
Rowinsky shook her head in dis-
gust at the low turnout at the polls,
noting that we Canadians have no
concept of the privilege and value
given to us by allowing us to vote.
Maybe this is part of the problem.
For anyone who didn't go out and
vote, I challenge you to talk to
someone who has lived under a
repressive regime and ask them
how it felt to not even have a say in
who formed the government and
ran their country.
Thankfully, Paul Martin stepped
down immediately, giving the
Liberal party time to rebuild
before the next election (18
months or so is my guess). We can
only hope that come election time
sanity will return, we'll kick the
Western fascists out of office, and
life can return to normal.
letters@cordiueekly.com
Welcome to Harper's
CanAmerica
VERONICAHUGHES
Opinion Columnist
Welcome to the new and
improved "CanAmerica."
It isn't a mistake: Stephen
Harper is Canada's new Prime
Minister.
To be officially inducted on
February 6, his party won 124
seats in the House of Commons,
forming a very small minority par-
liament.
What exactly Prime Minister
Harper has planned for his time in
office is quite obvious: he will try
to reverse law on gay marriage,
increase the military budget, cut
taxes, and do it all with only 21
seats more than the opposition,
the Liberals.
The big question is how suc-
cessful he is going to be with a
minority government, with a
Western-roots party where the
majority of the population is in
central Canada, in a largely social-
ly-liberal country.
When Laurier students were
polled last issue in the "Vocal
Cord" one respondent was happy
to be further embracing our
"CanAmerica" society. I have to
agree it certainly encompasses our
current state - a country caught in
the crossfire between Canadian
national identity and the super-
power, with its shining Wal-Marts,
patriotism and conflicts in the
Middle East.
Are we really all that alike? We
legalize marijuana, the US govern-
ment tightens regulations. We
legalize gay marriage, they do
everything in their power to stop
it. The continuum simply stops
after the megamalls and SUVs.
What I can't understand is
where all the progressive, liberal
citizens are. Certainly issues like
reversing gay marriage, increasing
military presence in the Middle
East and cutting social programs
should get citizens involved. Or
maybe it was just time for a
change and we have to deal with
the unfortunate fact that Harper
and the Conservatives were the
other option.
I can agree that the Liberals ran
a less-than-stellar campaign,
banking on Harper saying or
doing something extremely right-
wing within the last weeks of the
campaign. I can also agree that the
sponsorship scandal was an
unforgivable debacle in Canadian
politics. The Conservatives were
placed to win this election, and
they did so fairly. However, it's
only a matter of time until the
Conservatives' image of a
"CanAmerica" emerges. I can only
hope I can then say "I told you so."
letters@cordweekly. com
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Super Bowl XL Preview
Throw seeds out the window
Cord Sports' experts break down the big game into its constituent parts to tell you just why Seattle will leave Detroit disappointed
PARRY SOHI & JOE TURCOTTE
NFL Prophets
Quarterback
Ben Roethlisberger and Matt Hasselback
are ranked one-two in terms of passer
ratings in these playoffs, at 124.82 and
109.6 respectively. Offensive play selec-
tion by the Steelers may ultimately prove
to be the deciding factor in this game,
and a clutch performance by
Roethlisberger will provide the Steelers
with a win.
EDGE: Steelers
Running Back
NFL MVP Shaun Alexander is second in
playoff rushing yards with 141. Not far
behind is Pittsburgh in the third and
fourth spots with Jerome Bettis rushing
for 137 yards and Willie Parker for 132.
Though some argue the Bettis-Parker
duo will be unstoppable, Alexander has
consistently performed throughout the
season and will continue to do so in the
big game.
EDGE: Seahawks
Receivers
Though fairly evenly matched, the
Pittsburgh receiving core of Antwaan
Randle El, Cedrick Wilson, and Hines
Ward should prove to be more experi-
enced than Seahawk receivers Darrell
Jackson {who has been injured much of
the season), Bobby Engram, and Joe
Jurevicius.
EDGE: Steelers
Defence
While Pittsburgh's Blitzburgh D seems to
be getting all the hype, don't sleep on the
Seahawks. In the regular season the
'Hawks led the league in sacks (while the
Steelers finished third). With Super
Sunday shaping up to be a two-way
Blitzkrieg, the pressure will fall on both
teams' secondaries to hold strong.
Neither side has a true cover corner that
can shut down a receiver, but led by Pro
Bowl Safety Troy Polamalu, Pittsburgh
looks to have an edge - but not by much.
EDGE: Steelers
Special Teams
Though often overlooked (until the
game is on the line), the special teams
battle can largely determine a game's
outcome. Having been plagued by not-
so special teams in the past, the Steelers
have looked strong in the '06 playoffs.
Led by a punter (Chris Gardocki) who
has never had a punt blocked, a place
kicker (Jeff Reed) who has yet to miss
this post-season, and the ever-elusive
Antwaan Randle El returning punts,
Pittsburgh looks to be in good shape.
Meanwhile, Seattle's punt return team
has netted only 177 return yards even
though Peter Warrick can occasionally
show glimpses of brilliance.
EDGE: Steelers
Overall, with a better defence and supe-
rior special teams, combined with the
astute play-calling of Roethlisberger and
their relentless run-game, expect the
Steelers to prevail, 24-20, in an exciting
rendition of Super Bowl XL. We're pick-
ing Ben Roethlisberger to take MVP hon-
ours because, frankly, we want to see if
his ridiculous surname will fit on the tro-
phy-
ContributedPhoto
MVP - Shaun Alexander looks to trample Pittsburgh's D on Sunday.
Contributed Photo
EL SUPERIORIO - Randle El anchors Pittsburgh's strong special teams.
#1 for a reason
MARKD.HOPKINS
SeahawksSupporter
Consider the following: 2005-06
NFC Pro Bowl starter Matt
Hasselbeck under centre.
Behind him in the backfield is
NFL MVP Shaun Alexander, the
league leader in rushing yards
and touchdowns. Throw in a
stingy defence, solid special
teams and great coaching.
Also, don't look past the NFC-
best 13-3 record or convincing
consecutive playoff defeats over
the tough Redskins and playoff-
tested Panthers from Carolina.
What does this add up to, you
ask? The answer should be a
heck of a lot of respect, but for
some reason it doesn't.
A number one seed versus a
number six. Interesting. Don't
get me wrong, the Steelers are a
nice story. Absolutely, it was
more than impressive that they
ploughed through the top three
seeds in the AFC to get to the big
dance. It is somewhat heart-
warming that The Bus has a
Super Bowl homecoming to
(likely) close out his great career.
However, this dance will not
end with champagne and the
Lombardi trophy for the black
and gold, as Seattle will, in fact,
be sleepless as they celebrate
their first ever championship on
Sunday and into the next couple
of weeks.
Many argue that the
Seahawks do not deserve a lot of
respect because they had an
easy road to the Super Bowl.
Well, sorry for clinching home
field advantage throughout the
playoffs and gaining the top
seed in the conference.
Yeah, the NFC West is likely
the weakest division in football,
but a 6-0 divisional record never
hurt anyone either. 1 will admit
that even I had my doubts about
how much of a serious threat
these 'Hawks were as they faced
off with Carolina in the NFC title
game last Sunday
But Seattle proved that they
can play with the big boys as
they rode a strong defence, solid
running game and sound Matt
Hasselbeck decision making
into NFC supremacy They now
take their work to a bigger stage
- one that they can most defi-
nitely thrive in.
Seattle simply takes care of
business and plays a disciplined,
well-rounded style of football
that will halt the Steelers' over-
crowded bandwagon before it
even gets to Ford Field in Detroit
on Sunday.
Steelers a lock
ROD PERRY
Pittsburgh Pundit
This Sunday, the Bill Cowher
spit-o-meter will be in full effect.
Holding one of the longest
tenures as a head coach with his
respective team in the NFL,
Cowher epitomizes Steeler foot-
ball, known for their gritty, in-
your-face style and pounding
the run whenever possible.
The facts don't lie. Pittsburgh
has become the only sixth-seed-
ed team to ever reach the Super
Bowl. Undeniably, it was no
small feat. They had the unenvi-
able challenge of knocking off
the top three seeds in the AFC to
get there. And the kicker? They
had to do it all away from home.
As the Steelers had to win four
consecutive games to even get
into the playoffs and have won a
total of seven straight, they find
themselves on a roll heading
into the Super Bowl.
The AFC has already found
out that the Steelers are a force
to be reckoned with, especially
when they are able to mix up
their offence and catch oppos-
ing defences off-guard, as they
did in Cincinnati against the
Bengals (no doubt everyone
remembers the Randle El pass to
Roethlisberger, who then threw
a TD pass to a wide open Cedric
Wilson).
They then took a trip to
Indianapolis to take on an elec-
trifying offence and made the
Colts look like a bunch of
schoolgirls on a class field trip,
sacking Peyton Manning five
times in a stadium widely
regarded as the loudest in the
NFL.
Denver was the final obstacle
in the Steelers' quest for an
AFC
championship, and they dis-
posed of the Broncos' supposed-
ly great offence and put Jake
Plummer in his place, making
him look more like the lumber-
jack he is than an NFL QB.
Oh yeah, and there's also that
extra little incentive. Jerome
Bettis will be returning to his
hometown of Detroit and will
thus be charged up to win one
in
front of friends and family.
Everyone in the locker room
wants to win one for the
Bus,
and given the rocky path
Seattle's already had to traverse
to get here, the Seahawks
will get
what's coming to them
in the
form of an embarrassing reality
check, courtesy of Pittsburgh.
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Sports
Hardcourt Hawks hit their stride
Renewed defensive intensity and hot shooting help Laurier storm their way back
into the OUA playoff picture with big wins over Waterloo, Brock and Western
MIKE BROWN
Sports Editor
The Western Mustangs never
stood a chance.
It may seem like a bold state-
ment, given the lackadaisical
efforts that their hosts for
Saturday's afternoon affair, the 7-8
Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks,
have put forthat times this season.
From the opening tip, however,
the Hawks made it abundantly
clear that the 'Stangs had better
entertain no delusions of emerg-
ing victorious.
On the first play, fourth-year
point guard Omar Miles took the
ball aggressively to the hole, bank-
ing home a lay-in to open the scor-
ing. Then, on the next two posses-
sions, Miles transitionedhis squad
with an up-tempo push and, both
times, darted gorgeous passes to
fourth-year big man Rob Innes for
a quick 6-0 lead.
They didn't look back, taking a
34-18 advantage into the dressing
room and coasting to a comfort-
able 73-56 win. The message was
clear: Laurier's men of the hard-
court have finally hit their stride.
Thewin was their third 17-point
thrashing in as many games and,
though few take notice when one
downs the injury-depleted 3-12
'Stangs, last week's 68-51 defen-
sive clinic against the neighbour-
ing Waterloo Warriors and 83-66
shaming of the nationally-ranked
Brock Badgers have started to gar-
ner some attention.
So just what exactly accounts
for the pair of convincing upsets
by these streaking Hawks?
Pondering that very question in
his office before Saturday's game,
Head Coach Peter Campbell
paused momentarily. "I'm not sure
I'd call them upsets," he chuckled.
Frankly, he has a point. Their
woeful 2-7 start to the season
aside, there was little to suggest
Laurier shouldn't be able to con-
tend with the OUA's upper echelon
clubs. After all, they didn't gradu-
ate a single player last year and
this core of players has been
together longer than most of the
teams they meet.
Still, just four weeks ago, WLU's
playoff hopes looked very dim
indeed. In the ensuing 6-1 stretch,
a lot has changed.
The bench play of fifth-year
sharpshooter Wade Currie has
been one notable spark, as he's
quickly established himself as one
of the league's premier three-point
threats. In the last three games, the
diminutive Burlington product
has averaged a team-best 18
points per game, while shooting a
blistering 14 of 21 from beyond
the arc.
"!t gets us back to .500, It's not
where we wanted to be
...
but we
got some stuff to prove for the
last six games."
- Fifth-year wingman Todd Cooney
Moreover, Laurier has juggled
their starting five, replacing
fourth-year post presence Bert
Riviere with the hot hand of fifth-
year forward Andrew MacKay and
inserting third-year defensive spe-
cialist Corey McLaren.
Ultimately, it has been the com-
mitment to defence and renewed
intensity on both ends of the floor
that accounts for the upward
mobility of the Hawks in the OUA
West playoff picture.
"We just come out with fire,"
explained Currie. "For some rea-
son, the New Year has brought a
new focus, new intensity level to
our team."
"We said we're going to try and
be a blue collar team and work
hard on D, and keep teams low,"
he added.
"We're playing like the team that
we thought we would be at the
start of the year," pitched in
MacKay.
Of course, the increased confi-
dence doesn'thurt either. Winning
begets more winning, as the old
adage goes, and the Hawks are just
hoping to keep riding this wave of
success.
"I think, as a group, we're fairly
fragile," admits Campbell. "When
we're playing well and feeding off
that, we play better. When we're
struggling, we tend to bury our-
selves collectively."
If Saturday is to be any indica-
tion, Laurier is far from buried.
The majority of the starters played
limited minutes in the win; Innes
in particular saw sparse time, put-
ting up just four
points and two
rebounds en route to
fouling out in just ten
minutes. As Campbell
noted, winning hand-
ily with little contri-
bution from the
team's key man in the
middle is "not a bad
performance."
Fifth-year wing-
man Todd Cooney is not getting
too far ahead of himself, though.
"It
gets us back to .500," he notes.
"It's not where we wanted to be -
we thought we should be better
than that - but we got stuff to
prove for the last six games."
Interestingly enough, the Hawks
face an identical homestretch to
last year, at 8-8 with their remain-
ing six games against McMaster,
Guelph, Windsor, Western, Brock
and Waterloo. Cooney expects to
close out better than last season's
2-4 finale, though.
"Honestly, I think there's not a
team out there that we can't beat,"
Cooney says in earnest. "We want
to win out, so we want to go 6-0."
Matt Symes
LITTLE GUY, BIG GAME - 5'11" guard Wade Currie led WLU with 18 on Sat
Ladies lose last-second thriller to divisional foe
Meaghan McGrath continues her dominance, but can't quite shoot her Hawks past the visiting Western Mustangs in tight afternoon affair
LAUREN MILLET
Sports Writer
Down to the final buzzer - that's
how Saturday afternoon's clash
between the 9-7 Laurier Golden
Hawks and the 12-6 Western
Mustangs would play out. Both
teams were coming off losses and
looking to reboundwhen they met
in the Athletic Complex here in
Waterloo.
Back and forth they battled on
the court; the Hawks would go up,
only to see the Mustangs follow
suit with an answer. Laurier just
couldn't establish a clear lead.
Characterized by sloppy drib-
bling and hasty passing from both
sides, the game's opening minutes
looked like anything but two
teams hunting for a victory.
Towards the end of the half,
Laurier seemed to settle downand
began to put away some points.
Western, however, was ready to
push forward with them.
The Hawks clung to their edge
and went into the second half
leading 29-28. Fourth-year guard
Meaghan McGrath was the clear
leading scorer at the break with 16
points for the Hawks.
The start of the second half
seemed to bring out two com-
pletely different teams. The
Mustangs dominated the Hawks
and began to pull away with the
lead. Laurier lacked the first half
intensity that earned them 11
steals, and just weren't fighting as
hard as the Mustangs.
Enter third-year sparkplug
Emily Conrad. Bringing much-
needed energy and
determination
off the bench, Conrad worked
exceptionally hard up and down
the court, and started to turn the
tide back in the Hawks' favour.
Coupled with the supreme ball-
handling of second-year guard
Christine Gibson, the Hawks slow-
ly began to eat away at the
Mustang lead.
Gibson drove the ball hard at
the Western defenceand complet-
ed passes to McGrath who
was
able to thrust her way through to
the net. With four minutes left,
Western led 57-52 and Laurier was
slowly closing the gap. The
Mustangs, however, were not
ready Lo give it up.
Gibson made it a three-point
game, netting two
foul shots with
2:35 to go. The Hawks were push-
ing, driving with everything they
had. McGrath gave them hope by
downing three freebies and mak-
ing it a one-point spread with 28
seconds left. The Mustangs
pressed again, but Laurier
answered with Gibson netting
another two with 15 seconds to go.
This was it, all or nothing. With six
seconds to go, the Hawks had the
ball in their own end and began to
fly down the court. Down 68-65,
they only needed a three-pointer
to tie, but it wasn't meant to be. A
WLU mental error caused a
turnover and the final buzzer
sounded, giving Western the win.
McGrath unsurprisingly led the
Hawks with 27 points for the
game. She was strong throughout,
and held the team together in all
aspects of the game, accruing five
steals. Gibson added 14 while
dealing with the brunt of the ball-
handling.
"1 thought the girls played really
hard," stated Head Coach Stu
Julius after the game. "We were
down 14 and they fought their way
back."
"The worst thing is that we were
11 of 20 from the foul line in our
own gym," Coach lulius said about
their tough loss. "That really, really
hurt us. We need to make foul
shots."
With point guard Elise
Carruthers out with an injured
ACL, a few Hawks had to play out
of position.
"No one else really plays point,
so other people have had to come
out and shift around to play it,"
explained Gibson. "We had a lot of
breakdowns. We needed to run
through the plays a little more. We
need to play together; everyone
needs to play their role."
The ladies take to the court
again tonight, hosting the 15-3
McMaster Marauders. Game time
is 6:00.
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One-on-one with Sens'
confident bench boss
Ottawa coach discusses his team's annual penchant for failure in the post-season
WILBURMCLEAN
Special toThe Cord
Bryan Murray understands the
difference between coaching in
Canada and much of the United
States.
"Sometimes I'd be in a mall and
have a fan recognize me and tell
me they play hockey and want to
play in the NHL," said Murray, cur-
rently the head coach of the
Ottawa Senators, in an interview
with The Cord Weekly.
"They'll usually be in their 30s
and play in a men's recreational
league."
Murray smiles when he thinks
about these hapless lackeys.
"I let them down gently. I'll ask
where they play, and say, 'Our
scouts are very good and we don't
miss many people and your league
isn't on our radar for potential
players.'"
While Murray said he recalls
many instances of such approach-
es while coaching and acting as
General Manager in Florida and
Anaheim, it's never once hap-
pened to him in Canada.
"People here have a better
understanding of what it takes,"
said Murray, in his first season as
coach of the Senators, his home-
town team. Murray was born and
raised in nearby Shawville,
Quebec.
Murray's Senators are currently
one of the top teams in the NHL,
racking up 72 points through 49
games, sitting in second place in
the Eastern Conference, well with-
in rangeof the conference-leading
Carolina Hurricanes.
Yet the story sounds the same.
The Senators have consistently
been one of the best teams in the
league for almost a decade, mak-
ing the playoffs in eight consecu-
tive seasons. But the problem
always remains the same, as each
season results in the Sens failing to
meet expectations and inevitably
bowing out of their playoff run all
too early.
Despite the streak of post-sea-
son qualifications, the Ottawa
team is still seeking its first Stanley
Cup finals appearance since the
team's reiteration in 1992.
However, Murray is certain the
current squad is different from
those led by Jacques Martin, who
coached the team for eight-and-a-
half seasons up until the spring of
2004.
"We've got a better goaltender,"
confirmed Murray. "Those teams
didn't have the goaltending we
have."
"I was actually a Maple Leaf fan
when I was a kid, but as you
grow up you get smarter and
drop that sort of thing."
- Bryan Murray, Ottawa Senators Head Coach
Murray places much faith in
Hall-of-Famer-to-be Dominik
Hasek, who celebrated his 41st
birthday last Sunday. Hasek cur-
rently leads the league in goals
against average (1.97) and save
percentage (.930).
As if Hasek's presence isn't
daunting enough for opponents,
the Senators are also the highest
scoring team in the league, aver-
aging 4.04 goals per game.
"I've changed the team's style to
more of an offensive, attacking
style," said Murray. "I think Ottawa
had enough of the skilled offensive
players [in past seasons], but now
they play better, they play harder."
Even so, there is one large, King
Kong-sized monkey on the backs
of the Ottawa Senators, and it
comes in the form of the team's
Ontario brethren, the Toronto
Maple Leafs.
The Senators have dominated
the Leafs this season, winning all
six games between the two sides,
outscoring the blue-and-whites
36-12 in the process.
But in four of the past five sea-
sons, the Sens have been eliminat-
ed from the playoffs by the Leafs,
creating a modern rivalry matched
by few in the NHL.
So what does Murray think
about Toronto?
"That depends; do you mean
the city or the Leafs?" jokes
Murray, who quickly makes a con-
fession.
"I was actually a Maple Leaf fan
when I was a kid," said Murray
with a glint in his eye. "But as you
grow up you get smarter and drop
that sort of thing."
While Murray jokes now, the
playoffs will certainly be serious
business, as the regu-
lar season spankings
delivered by the
Senators seem to set
up a perfect story line
for a Leafs victory in
the playoffs, an
invariable laughing of
the gods that has con-
tinuously occurred
over the last few
years.
Murray understands that while
things have gone swimmingly for
him thus far, times will get more
difficult.
"Something will happen, a bad
game or an injury," said Murray.
"The honeymoon will be over
and it will get tougher; we just
have to be prepared for when it
does."
Wilbur McLean is a reporter for
The Equity in Shawville, Quebec
and former EIC o/The Cord.
SPORTSINBRIEF
Swimming
WLU wins first dual meet in six years
For the first time since 2000,
Laurier's men's and women's
swim teams were able to win a
dual meet this past weekend
against UW. Kristy MacLennan,
Hilary Jackson, Dave Hughes,
and Matt Pederson had strong
showings as WLU edged their
rivals 137-136.
Women's Hockey
Western Mustangs stun nation's #1
It looked like just another domi-
nant week on the ice for the
Hawks, after downing Guelph 2-
1 on Thursday night. However,
two days later, the runaway OUA
leaders were shocked 5-2 by a
very mediocre Western squad
with goaltender Morgan
Wielgosz out with a concussion.
Theloss drops WLU to 16-2-1 on
the year, andinto a tie for first in
Canada with theAlberta Pandas.
Women's V-ball
Ladies rolling with straight sets wins
The streaking Laurier women
downed Laurentian and Brock
in straight sets over the week-
end, after losing to Western 3-0.
The Hawks move to 6-1 in the
NewYear, having lost only four
sets combined. Overall, they
move to 11-5 and sit third in the
OUA West with three games
remaining.
Men's Hockey
Hawks split weekend in Windsor
After a 5-2 Friday night win,
WLU lost the second half of a
weekend set with the Windsor
Lancers, 4-2. Coupled with a
pair of crucial York losses, the
two points give WLU sole pos-
session of the OUA Mid West
lead at 10-7-2-1.
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GOLDEN HAWK
UPDATE
Week of
Feb 2 - Feb 8, 2006
01/29/06
W Volleyball 3 , Lakehead 0
01/28/06
W Hockey 2, Western 5
M Hockey 4, Windsor 2
W Basketball 65
,
Western 68
M Basketball 73, Western 56
01/27/06
MHockey 5, Windsor 3
W Volleyball 3, Brock 0
01/26/06
W Hockey 2, Guelph 1
01/25/06
W Volleyball 0, Western 3
M Volleyball 1, Western 3
W Basketball 59, Brock 81
M Basketball 83, Brock 66
UPCOMING HOME GAMES
02/01/06
W/M Basketball vs McMaster
6:00/8:00 PM
,
Athletic Complex
M Hockey vs Waterloo
7:30 PM
,
Waterloo Rec Complex
02/04/06
W/M Basketball vs Guelph
1:00/4:00 PM, Athletic Complex
M Hockey vs Western
7:30 PM, Waterloo Rec Complex
W Hockey vs Windsor
7:30, Pillers Ice - RIM Park
02/05/06
W Basketball vs Brock
12:00 PM, Athletic Complex
W Hockey vs Western
7:30 PM
,
Waterloo Rec Complex
TRIER . ■
'
ATHLETES Of! HI
Wade Currie
Men's Basketball
Kaitlin Sauder
Women's Volleyball
www.laurierathletics.com
University of Ottawa
Committed to graduate
studies and research!
The University of Ottawa is becoming one of Canada's top
research universities, in this perspective, it is investing
heavily in graduate studies.
As of May 2006 it will offer one of the most competitive
graduate award and financial support programs in
the country:
￿ Nearly 80 per cent of our PhD students (Canadians and
permanent residents) wiii receive at least $70,000 in
funding over four years,
* More than 50 per cent of our master's students
(Canadians and permanent residents) will receive
at least $14,000,
• Both groups will benefit from additional initiatives
such as our popular travel grants, which allow them
to participate in conferences and present their
research findings,
mn Several academic programs will guarantee even more
than the amounts mentioned.
u Ottawa For more information, please consult the following
~,,
. site frequently:
L university canachenne
"
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Canada's university www.grad.oottawa.ca
VOTE
WLUSU
Election
Pullout
President Interviews
Presidential credentials
With issues like affordability, campus safety and study space at the forefront, presidential candidates try to convince Special Projects
Editor April Cunningham, and Editor-in-Chief Brandon Currie why they should rule the WLUSU roost for 2006-07
WLUSU's slogan is to provide for
the needs of students.Whatwould
you identify as thebiggest student
need in this election, and how do
you intendto provide for it?
Allan Cayenne: I think that the
biggest student need in this cur-
rent election is some concern with
tuition as well as just meeting the
basic needs for students, such as
study space and just having good
food available on campus.... I
would support OUSA's position in
capping tuition at 2.5 percent.
David Alexander: Financial need.
Financial need is something Fve
been working on as a director for
two years. I have advocated for
reduced food prices, put pressure
on the Management Committee to
start the Wilf's value menus, which
have been a great success.... I've
been working on advocating for
reduced tuition.... Investments in
bursaries is another way I want to
provide for the needs of students,
the creation of an Economic Aid
Team. One of my announcements
next week will be an affordable
housing project through WLUSU,
and that project will be a long-
term solution to financial issues.
Adam Booth: Representation.
Most presidents that I know were
mainly connected through
WLUSU. However I think it's great
to have a president that knows all
different fields of the school. I
think all students should be repre-
sented, no matter what group
they're in, and their needs should
be met.
Should WLUSU's "profit-centres"
be run as businesses or services to
students?
Allan: They need to be run as a
financially viable operation, that
is, not at a huge profit or a loss.
David: The profit centres, as they
are sometimes called, really are a
combination of both.... The Turret
is being run as a service right now,
because a lot of people find it valu-
able to have a place to host events
on campus,
to have bar nights on
campus and to allow a place
where underage students can go
out with their friends. Another one
of my announcements for next
week is to expand on The Turret's
capabilities as a service and open
it up during the day as a recre-
ational area.... We can have a busi-
ness where there are options for
students, and they're smart
options from a student perspec-
tive but also smart from a business
perspective.
Adam: There's an up and a down
to both of them. By running it as a
business, you're striving to bring
in revenue, which does increase
money in WTUSU that goes to pro-
vide for the services of the stu-
dents. However by running it as a
service, you're not so concerned
with the money aspect of it.... If I
had to choose one, I'd guess I'd
have to say a service, mainly
because we already have quite a
revenue and a surplus.... We don't
need to rip all the money right out
of the students' hands.
The relationship between the stu-
dent mediaandWLUSU has been,
at best, shaky this year. As presi-
dent, howwould you envision the
relationship between The Cord
and theUnion?
Allan: I believe that any student
group on campus should have
a
good relationship [with the
Union], I think the great thing
about how our student govern-
ment is run is that there's such
great turnover that
it allows new
relationships to be built every
year. So I think we have a great
opportunity to have a fresh start,
to establish a strong relationship
from the beginning, for anything
that happens during the year, not
to have the same dramatic impact
as it would because we've estab-
lished a strong relationship from
the beginning.
David: I'm a big supporter of stu-
dent publications on campus. I
edited the Blueprint last year, I'm
working on the Keystone this year,
I've written for The Cord, clublau-
rier.... So I think they provide a lot
of value to students. In terms of
the relationship, I think that
WLUSU should be providing
information to The Cord in a free
and open manner, and it should
also be trying to promote its
events through Student
Publications when necessary.
Adam: I would love to see adver-
tisements
go back into The Cord. I
don't think that's my decision
entirely. I think it should be left up
to the Management Committee as
well, and possibly shown to the
board to decide 011 because you're
talking about a lot of money. But
both WLUSU and WLUSP are serv-
ices for the general public and I
don't think it's right to have bad
relations between the two. I've
been talking to Fraser McCracken,
next year's incoming WLUSP pres-
ident, and we've been starting to
discuss fixing ties between the
two.
What has been the best and the
worst decision madeby the Board
of Directors this year?
Allan: When they decided to cut
the volunteer fees for Orientation
Week. At the time, 1 thought it was-
n't a very good decision on the
Board's part because it would be
affecting OrientationWeek in such
a drastic manner. However, in
hindsight, it did force us to evalu-
ate the budget for Orientation
Week. It was a good, clear direction
set by the Board that we don'twant
our volunteers paying to volunteer.
David: The worst decision of the
Board this year was the decision
not to implement the Economic
Aid Team that I proposed this year.
That's a decision where there were
some logistical issues, and not
everyone was confident that we
could get the committee started
this year. I felt it was a very pressing
priority. Other people on the board
and the Management Committee
didn't agree with that.... The best
decision would probably be the
board's decision to cancel 0-Week
volunteer fees. That was some-
thing we did right away, right off
the bat. It was an initiative I
worked on with some other direc-
tors.
Adam: The best decision was last
year: the [delyaing of the) smoking
ban around campus. I think [the
ban) was one of the dumbest
things, and I'm a non-smoker....
So this year, I know Dan Hocking
took an interest in reversing that
and suspending the ban on smok-
ing until something better can be
done.... As far as the worst thing
would have been pulling ads from
The C0re1.... It wasn't necessarily
the Board's decision, but I think
they should have taken a stronger
issue on having a say on that.
How has Dan Robert performed
as president so far? What have
you learned from his successes or
failures?
Allan: I think Dan has done a great
job as president this year. He has
accomplished a lot ofprojects that
have been laid in front of him to
achieve. He's very passionate
about WLUSU and his passions
sometimes allow his emotions to
get the best of him, and
it has
allowed me to see that no matter
what, you have to be able to keep
your emotions out of things.
David: I think as president, Dan has
certainly done some positive things
for the organization and there are
some areas that Id like to improve.
In terms of the budgeting process,
for example - and I don't think it's
necessarily his fault, but it's the way
the budget process has always
worked - the Board is usually
brought a budget to approve or dis-
approve. It's usually expected that
they approve it during the summer
months, and for me, the budgeting
process should be
more open
for
change at the director 1eve1.... I
believe that opening it up to the
Board, and training them on how
the budgets work.... that'll allow for
a greater fiscal responsibility.
Adam: As of right now, I think hes
been a great president so far.
Hes
followed through with a lot of
the
promises he made. I know he
has
yet to donate the $50,000
that he
promised to bursaries, but
I dont
disagree with his reasoning
on
that, his reasoning being that a lot
of people take advantage of
the
bursary system and he wants
to
see a better foundation for that...
I
know a lot of people have talked
about a lack of leadership,
and
although 1 haven't been on
the
Management Committee,
1 guess
there is a feeling that there
is a lack
of connection between the
Board
of Directors and the Management
Committee and although it
is
improving, I think a president
could really take a stance on that.
TV station for you, cheap food for me
Turning to their individual platforms and personalities, the candidates were asked specific questions about their character and initiatives
Do you see your lack of represen-
tative experience as a weakness or
a strength?
I see it as a strength. I think that
sure, I wasn't a representative of
the students, but at the same time,
I was hired by student representa-
tives. So I believe I represent what
students need because it was stu-
dent representatives that hired
me. Also, I have good contact with
students
...
I get to be out there
and easily identifiable with stu-
dents
...
it allows me to engage
students at a more personal level.
Throughout this year, affordable
food has been a big issues for
WLUSU and, presumably, voters
in this election. How do your
ideas for low cost food options
and an on-campus foodbank dif-
fer from David Alexander's? Why
should students vote for you on
low-cost food?
I believe that the Laurier food
bank is a great initiative that will
allowWLUSU to meet the needs of
students who actually have that
need. A lot of times it's great to
have low-cost food options on
campus ... but we're not address-
ing the needs of students once
they leave this campus. 1 think
that's where the food bank comes
into play.
How would you ensure that the
food bank wouldn'tbe abused?
Currently, in the research I've
done, the model 1 like the best so
far is McMaster's. By email appli-
cation basis, they apply to it, out-
line their needs, then their appli-
cation would be processed, then
they would be given the food that
meets their needs.... At the same
time, it comes down to an issue
that is similar to bursaries, where-
as, you're never going to be able to
design a perfect program that is
free of fraud. I feel that it would
differ from bursaries, however, in
that students who aren't in need of
money can always use money.
Students who aren't in need of
food, aren't really going to do
much with an extra cupboard of
food.
What student fees do you hope to
reduce? How will you do this
without reducing the amount of
services offered to students?
Actually, if you read the platform,
its
more investigating the current
fees that are already in place, and
making sure they're going to the
right places.... So I'm not neces-
sarily saying we need to cut stu-
dent fees. 1 don't think we've taken
a hard look at the current student
fees we have and looked at where
they're going and what needs
they're addressing. I don't think
any of the student fees are too high
right now, but any cost you can
save students is g00d.... We could
look at the Student Union Building
fee and the SAC fee.
Willyour proposed renovations to
the C-Spot be carried over from
this year's WLUSUadministration
or will youhave to lay the ground-
work yourself?
It will be carried over from this
year's administration. It's some-
thing that's currently in-process....
I just feel very strongly about this
project and I think it's something
that would meet the needs of stu-
dents.
When do you foresee a
new C-
Spot opening, and at what cost to
students?
That is something that will be set
out by this year's Management
Committee; they'll set out the
budget for it and it will have to be
approved by this year's Board of
Directors.
Just to clarify, would this project
aim to be complete by
September?
How will you run the day-to-day
operations of WLUSU without
any management experience?
In each of my five years as a stu-
dent at Laurier. I have been
involved in the Students' Union.
I've been involved on the execu-
tive level of a committee, I've been
involved as a general volunteer,
I've been on a number of campus
clubs in leadership roles, and I've
been a student leader on the
Board of Directors and on the
Laurier Senate. A lot of people talk
to me about how Allan has this
experience as a VP of Student
Activities, and I have no experi-
ence on the Management
Committee. But basically people
know Allan as the guy who got
them excited during Orientation
Week. I think I have more experi-
ence as a student representative
and a student leader.
Throughout this year, affordable
food has been a big issue for
WLUSU and presumably, voters
in this election. How are your
ideas for low-cost food better/dif-
ferent than Allan Cayenne's?
In terms of Allan's suggestion that
we start a food bank on campus, 1
proposed in October the creation
of the Economic Aid Team, and
one of its roles was to look into the
feasibility of starting up a food
bank on campus. I think in terms
of having a food bank, it's possible
that it's a way we can address stu-
dent financial need. But I think
more directly, we need to provide
affordable food options on cam-
pus. And another role of the
Economic Aid Team is to provide
free meals for students in times of
financial stress.
Throughout your WLUSU career,
you've built a reputation as a pro-
gressive director that has prob-
lems getting things accom-
plished. With similarly progres-
sive ideas in your presidential
platform, how will you get any-
thing accomplished as president?
A lot ofwhat I've done, in terms of
proposing things and having them
fail, has gone a long way to getting
people talking about the issues -
like financial need, like vegetarian
options, like tuition - it's got stu-
dents talking about these issues....
So 1 don't think I have had trouble
getting things accomplished....
I'm proposing these things inways
that are very clear, with clear
implementation strategies that
can be taken.
A lot of your platform deals with
affordability. Why should stu-
dents who do not have financial
need vote for you?
Some of my platform deals with
affordability. I have made a num-
ber of policy proposals that don't
deal with affordability: the idea of
running an environmentally
responsible organization; the idea
of running a fiscally responsible
organization; the idea to open The
Turret as a recreation area during
the day for students; the idea of
holding more town hall meetings
on issues that matter so we can
inform students.
Increasing tuition is a perpetual
issue for all post-secondary stu-
dents. If all Ontario universities
are increasing tuition, how you do
plan to stop Laurier's increase?
Are you willing to go against the
Ontario Undergraduate Student
Alliance's (OUSA) tuition-with-
inflation policy?
I think even among OUSA people,
they would like to see tuition
frozen, they just think that tacti-
cally it makes more sense to advo-
cate for a tuition cap at the rate of
inflation. So I would look to the
VP: University Affairs as President,
1 would talk with them, have the
Board make a decision, then I
would enunciate the Board's deci-
sion.... In last week's Board meet-
ing, I proposed a motion to say
that the Student's Union is against
an increase at greater
than the rate
of inflation and this position
should be communicated to the
president of the university.
General Comments:
Allan Cayenne, he believes he can
just walk into this position as a
Vice President and he should just
get it, because he is
the VP of
Student Activities. I've been work-
ing every day of this campaign.
I've made policy announcements,
I've been speaking to students,
and they're excited about my
ideas.
Since you have no experience on
the Management Committee or
the Board of Directors, how do
you think the two bodies should
collaborate to make decisions for
thecorporation?
A good way to make sure that
everything is happening is to open
communication between Board
members and the Management
Committee. The Board members
are elected by the people and that
is for a reason.... If they're not up
to date on what's happening, then
how can they rightfully make a
decision? So I think that opening
up the lines of communication
between the two, having meetings
outside Board meetings is a good
option. Board members should
take a special interest in what the
MC is doing.
You do not mentionthe Brantford
campus in your platform [in last
week's Cord]. How do you feel
about the current representation-
al structure? Do youhave any ini-
tiatives/plans for Brantford?
The media centre is something I
am starting in Brantford. The rep-
resentation right now in Brantford
is g00d.... There are a couple
things I'd like to see at the
Brantford campus. One thing is I'd
like to have the Vice
Commissioners of Marketing and
Human Resources implemented
there. I'd like to see them start up
their own Management
Committee through what we have
here at theWaterloo campus.... I'd
like to see us still work together as
we are the same school and the
same Students' Union.
Where would you find the
finances and infrastructure to set
up a campus television station?
Why do you think there is a need
for a university television station
when Radio Laurier already
exists?
The revenues from the commer-
cial time will hopefully in timeend
up paying for itself. However, to
set it up, you're going to need to
take money from the extra rev-
enue from WLUSU. We have extra
money to spare. I think it's a great
service for students, especially
those students who want to go
into journalism. It's different from
Radio Laurier because it's not
going to be live.... before anything
goes out it has to be edited and
possibly approved by the co-ordi-
nator.... It'd be a closed network
system, broadcast to the televi-
sions within the 5ch001.... I want
to start it in Brantford since they
do have a journalism program.
Why do you have such a heavy
focus on security in yourplatform
when there are so many other
issues at stake in the election?
The reason why security is proba-
bly one of my biggest issues is a
personal concern for safety and
security. I really feel that safety is
something that everyone has to
deal with, and no one wants to be
a victim. Safety has improved so
much over the years, however,
when I have a fear of my friends
walking home by themselves,
that's something I'm just not com-
fortable with.
How would you implement your
idea for a Neighbourhood Watch
Program?
It'd be similar to a non-university
neighbourhood watch. People just
need to get involved. You would
know which houses are students'
and non-students. And you'd have
volunteers out therepatrolling the
streets. If there was a problem, the
volunteers would call security.
Allan Cayenne
David Alexander
Adam Booth
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And my vote goes to...
Having trouble deciding who to vote for? The Cord's endorsement panel isn't short on opinions as they offer their two cents on which
president, handful of director candidates and student governor would best provide for the needs of students in the upcoming election
Virginia Wood
President: Allan Cayenne
Having worked with Cayenne on
several occasions, 1 am confident
that he will be able to implement
and follow through with his
diverse platform ideas. He has
proven through his past commit-
ments his ability to balance a high
level of involvement in various
student arenas while being a full-
time student. Being a dedicated
and experienced member of the
Laurier community, Allan will
bring a new level of passion, dedi-
cation and energy to WLUSU.
Board of Directors
Emily Anson - I support Anson
based on her ideas to improve
neglected student areas, including
the Multi-Faith Room.
Jonathan Champagne - With the
impressive amount of experience
that Champagne has amassed as a
first-year student, I believe he has
the dedication and drive to
become a valuable member of the
board who will address essential
student concerns.
Freddy Enriquez - His goal of
working towards mending rela-
tions between WLUSU andWLUSP
is one that will only improve the
Laurier community as a whole and
benefit both parties.
Josh Periard - With previous BOD
experience, Josh will focus on
improving the level of safety on
campus, an issue I see as impor-
tant and deserving of more atten-
tion due to recent incidents.
Dan Preston - For me, his plan to
actively pursue input from a wide
spectrum of Laurier students, not
simply those already active within
WLUSU and the Laurier commu-
nity, makes Dan Preston a worthy
candidate for the BOD.
Board of Governors
Laura Gray - Gray will bring her
experience as a two-term BOD
member, which will help her pur-
sue and implement a campus cen-
tre devoted to celebrating diversity
and continue to increase financial
aid for students.
Virginia Wood is co-editor-in-chief
of the Keystone Yearbook and a
Shinerama volunteer liaison exec-
utive.
Sean Goebey
President: David Alexander
Alexander's platform shows what
WLUSU should be. It takes the
organization's strengths and lever-
ages them to serve the whole stu-
dent body. Helping to provide bet-
ter student housing will force land-
lords to improve quality and lower
prices, and ushering in LSPIRG will
help students lobby school admin-
istration and city council more
effectively in the future. His plan
will result in a long-overdue reori-
entation towards what WLUSU
should be focused on: student
advocacy.
Board of Directors
Emily Anson - Her focus on acces-
sibility issues from different angles
and her support for diverse stu-
dent communities are important
to protect and encourage the
diversity of people and ideas need-
ed to keep a university vibrant.
Kathryn Easton-Flynn - Women's
safety is an important issue in
Waterloo and WLUSU can play a
more active role in making it a prior-
ity.
Lauren McNiven - It cannot be
stressed how key accessibility is
for students, and while tuition is
the main issue for most students,
Lauren's refreshing approach
looks at environmental impedi-
ments to accessibility as well.
Bryn Ossington - He hits the nail on
the head: WLUSU is too focussed
on business operations and not
enough on student rights. Right
focus, right idea, right candidate.
Dan Preston - Low-cost food, bet-
ter representation, promoting aca-
demics and lowering on-campus
living expenses are all key to
ensuring a better student experi-
ence. Preston has. the drive and
creativity to make these things
happen.
Board of Governors
Asif Bacchus - Bacchus gets the
edge for suggesting support for
more of the student-led initiatives
which give Laurier its innovative
student culture.
Sean Goebey is a 2003Lauriergrad
who's worked with WLUSU as a
researcher and Student Pubs as a
director and columnist. He's also
thefounding president ofLSPIRG.
Jason Shim
President: David Alexander
A very tough choice between
Cayenne and Alexander. It came
down to experience, platforms
and prior performance. After you
sift through the buzzwords, the
two have similar platforms on
issues such as theWLUSU surplus,
low-cost food options and reduc-
ing tuition. However, Alexander
gets my vote because he's been
quite vocal in raising all these
issues not just for his election
campaign, but ever since he got
elected as a director two years ago.
Board of Directors
Kathryn Easton-Flynn - My vote
goes to Kathryn because her plat-
form is very focused on campus
safety (instead of everything
under the sun). It's simple and
feasible.
Janice Lee - She gets my vote for
being the first-year student with
the least pretentious platform. If
elected, I hope she maintains her
drive and optimism after discover-
ing all the bureaucracy.
Bryn Ossington - He gets my vote
for clearly focusing on what it is to
be a director and representing the
students, instead of running on a
platform that involves micro-
managing the business operations
ofWLUSU.
MatthewPark - He is the only cur-
rent BOD member I would re-
elect. Park has demonstrated that
he'll follow through with his cam-
paign promises and he has repre-
sented students well on the board.
Jacob Pries - He gets the environ-
mental vote. Western has had a
successful tupperware program for
a while and if Jacob follows through
with his promise, hopefully Laurier
will step up and cut down on its
styrofoam consumption.
Board of Governors
Keren Gottfried
- This one came
down to Gray and Gottfried.
However, based on platforms and
websites, my vote goes to Gottfried
for innovation in her initiatives,
her proven track record, and for
her transparency, demonstrated by
making her mid-term WLUSU
BOD
report available to the public.
Jason Shim is WLUSP's online pro-
duction manager. He was a
WLIJSU director in 2002-03 and a
student senator from 2002-05. He's
currently the chair of the Arts
Studeius'Advcmcement Program.
Mike Borrelli
President: David Alexander
Having read over the platforms, it
seems like David Alexander is the
only candidate who actually has
his shit together. His past experi-
ence on the board and the long list
of policy statements on his web-
site show that he knows his stuff,
has donehis research, and doesn't
plan on just coasting into the posi-
tion. IfAlexander puts in the same
amount of effort into his presiden-
cy as he has into his past work and
this campaign, WLU students will
be much better off in 12 months
than they are now.
Board of Directors
Emily Anson - The BOD always
needs more women, and I think if
Anson is elected, her interest in
women's and minority issues on
campus would represent an
important step forward for the
board; it might finally begin to be
truly representative ofWLU's stu-
dent body.
Kathryn Easton-Flynn - It seems
that no one else thinks student
safety is an important considera-
tion, so I'm thankful to see that she
has directed her platform to safety
on campus, and like I said before,
the BOD always needs more
women.
Lauren McNiven - Her concern
with food as a quality issue,
instead of simply a price one,
makes her stand out from the
other candidates who are still
obsessed with the same, tired, old
food gripes.
Bryn Ossington - He is enthusias-
tic, hardworking and has solid
platform issues like EAT and
affordable housing that are stu-
dent quality-of-life issues that
WLUSU needs to start addressing.
Jacob Pries - His platform is
unique, and any candidate who is
willing to suggest practical envi-
ronmental solutions on this cam-
pus deserves everyone's vote.
Board of Governors
Keren Gottfried - Both Gray and
Gottfried have the experience,
brains and assertiveness to work
effectively on the BOG, a body that
ususally marginalizes or ignores
student concerns, but Gottfried
stands out with a stronger plat-
form that shows a lot more vision.
Mike Borrelli is a 2004 Laurier
grad. and served as a WLUSU
director in 2003 and student sena-
tor 2003-04.
Andrew Pike
President: Allan Cayenne
He comes from a diverse student
background with experience on
nearly every aspect of student life
at Laurier and his platform is a
reflection of that. Cayenne has a
plan that is representational,
focused on student safety and
concern and generally providing
for the needs of students. His cur-
rent management committee
experience has provided him with
a realistic expectation of the day-
to-day operations of the Union
and an insight into both the
macro- and micro-perspectives
which will be faced.
Board of Directors
Kathryn Easton-Flynn - Safety
seemed to be the common theme
this year and her platform is
focused solely on the issue. She
will bring a unique perspective to
the board this year in her dual
capacity as a proponent of
women's issues and a director.
Matthew Park - While I do not
agree with his vision for academic
benefits for students who engage
in volunteeractivities, I can't argue
with reasons why he should be on
the board for another term. Park
knows his policy and has had a
decent work ethic when it comes
to getting initiatives done, such as
the overhaul of the governance
manual.
Josh Periard - His committment to
improving BOD-MC communica-
tion should help the board be
more active in being accountable
to students.
Bryn Ossington - He will help
bring the same kind of atmosphere
to the boardroom that former
director Mike Borrelli did, in the
form of a challenge for WLUSU to
fully meet the needsof all students.
Mike Tsuchiya - He has had input
on the pricing of Wilf's menu
items, and his recent work on Polar
Jam has shown that he will work
hard on matters that interest him.
Board of Governors
Laura Gray - 1 will be supporting
Gray as she has been the only can-
didate to make the effort to fully
know the situation to which she
will be entering, in addition
to
being fully aware of the current
events on the WLU campus.
Andrew Pike is Allen Cayennes
platform manager, and is currently
completing his second term on
WLU's board of governors.
He has
also served two terms on the
WLUSU board of directors.
In last week's WLUSU platforms, the student senators' platforms
were mistakenly printed as those of the board of governors
candidates. For the correct BOG platforms, see PAGE 4
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Chinese New Year
China rises, forNew Year's
LEOYU
AsianReporter
With the subtle hints of Chinese
New Year around most large
Canadian cities this past weekend,
it shouldn't come as a surprise that
a lot of traditions havebeen forgot-
ten by Chinese-Canadian immi-
grants over the years.
However, as China develops into
an international economic power-
house, as evidencedby the ground-
breaking CBC documentary China
Rises, there'sbeen renewed interest
among young Chinese-Canadians
in their roots, culture and language
during Chinese NewYear.
Hopefully, with this renewed
interest in Chinese traditions,
many second or third generation
Chinese-Canadians may continue
to celebrate their culture with
pride and joy, following in the
footsteps of their parents and eld-
ers alike.
My first memory of Chinese
New Year was going to visit my
many relatives in Hong Kong and
wait patiently to receive my Lai Si
(Red Packet in Cantonese).
The colour red symbolizes good
luck and the amount of money in
the packet is often some lucky
number (the number eight is usu-
ally involved in the amount, since
it sounds similar to the Chinese
term for "prosperity").
Lai Si is traditionally offered by
adults (usually the married ones)
to their visiting children and rela-
tives during Chinese New Year.
The recipient typically would say
something auspicious upon
receiving the packet.
Of course this isn't the only tra-
dition practiced during the 15-day
festival.
On the days prior to New Year's
Day Chinese families traditionally
give their homes a thorough
cleaning. This practice stems from
the belief that cleaning sweeps
away the bad luck from last year
and prepares the home for good
luck to arrive in the New Year.
Cleaning is prohibited on New
Year's Eve to ensure that good luck
doesn't get swept away in the
process. Other similar practices
include not washing your hair on
New Year's Day for the same rea-
sons.
Gone are the home decorations and
large family gatherings. Now,
reunion dinners are more of a chore
than a celebration.
This year is the Year of the Dog,
one of the most celebrated ani-
mals in the Chinese Zodiac.
According to the Table of the
Lunar Calendar and Zodiac, those
of us born between Jan. 25, 1982
and Feb. 12, 1983 are considered
Dogs. Dogs possess the most
admired traits of human nature,
including loyalty, honesty and
trustworthiness, but they can also
be stubborn, moody and selfish.
In China, theYear of the Dog is
so admired among the citizens
that Chinese officials are expect-
ing a baby boom during this time.
1 was born in the Year of the Dog
myself, so this year is extra special
for me.
Traditionally,
when I was back
in Hong Kong, 1
wouldn't need my
parents or TV
commercials to
remind me that it
was Chinese New
Year; all I had to
do was look out-
side the window
of my 500 square-foot apartment
to see decorations everywhere.
Sounds of Chinese fire-crackers
could be heard at a distance. Lion
dancing was a regular act in every
shopping mall and busy street of
the city. I would help my parents
decorate the house with paper
cutouts of Chinese phrases and
couplets that proposed "happi-
ness," "wealth" and "longevity."
Visits to relatives and reunion
dinners with members of the fam-
ily were the norm, while a game of
Mahjong (similar to gin rummy in
the sense that both games involve
selecting or discarding units to
score points by forming groups or
runs of similar units) could be
found at almost all family gather-
ings during this time.
For comparison's sake, Chinese
NewYear is treated, in Hong Kong
at least, like the Christmas holi-
days in Western culture.
However, my experience
of
Chinese New Year in Canada has
been different from what I was
used to.
Gone are the home decorations
and large family gatherings. Now,
reunion dinners are more of a
chore than a celebration.
You have to go to places
such as
Toronto's Pacific Mall to find tradi-
tional Chinese New Year's food
and festivities, as other types
of
New Year reminders come in
the
form of dinner specials from
Mandarin restaurants or that
for-
tune cookie you received
from
Noodle Hut.
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UnLUCKy students
murdered in Turret
MICHELLE PINCHEV
Student Life Editor
This past Monday, Laurier's
University Charity Kouncil (also
known as LUCK) brought murder,
mystery and much neededmoney
to the Turret in an effort to raise
money for ROOF.
"Cross your heart and hope to
die?" marked the first annual mur-
der mystery production organized
by LUCK executives.
The 1950s prom-themed inter-
active show was complemented by
great costumes and a hilarious
script. The quirky characters were
well-played by an enthusiastic cast
of volunteers. The crowd roared
into laughter and applause when
one of the characters melodramat-
ically announced "He's dead!" at
the end of the second act.
Since 1995, the Kouncil has been
raising funds and awareness for
important causes, as well as bring-
ing blood donor clinics to campus,
making it easy for students to par-
ticipate. Last term, the team raised
an impressive $9,000 for The
Foundation Fighting Blindness
with their annual charity auction,
attended by alumni, faculty and
fellow students. However, this is
the first year the students held an
event insecond term.
Volunteer Liaison Rebecca
Meyer came up with the idea and
then murder mystery coordinator
Jill Yantzi and the executive team,
with the help of 50 volunteers, had
less than two months to organize
the function. Despite the fact that
the execs had never attended a
real murder mystery theatre, they
did an excellent job.
More importantly, they chose a
great charity. Reaching Our
OutdoorFriends (ROOF) is an out-
reach program for homeless and
at-risk youth. They provide
resources, guidance and basic
necessities that offer troubled
youth a second chance.
LUCK coordinator Kelly Furgal
says many charities were consid-
ered for the event before ROOF
was chosen.
"It was brought to our attention
that they could really benefit from
our help," explained Furgal, refer-
encing the tragic fire that devastat-
ed ROOF's Kitchener headquarters
last December.
Brian Kamm, the program
director and interim executive
director for ROOF, was also pres-
ent at the event, greeting guests as
they entered the Turret with an
informative booth and pamphlets
about the charity, as well as their
recovery efforts since the fire.
"I'm here to let people know
what we do, thank them for com-
ing out and show our apprecia-
tion," said Kamm who also noted
that "the exec committee very
much drove this event, so I'm here
to thank them as well."
Kamm's presence reminded the
attendees of the underlying cause
behind their night of entertain-
ment, something that can easily
be overlooked at such functions.
Sydney Helland
LUCKY SLAUGHTER - The Turret held host to a murder mystery to raise funds for the ROOF charity.
Critic loves
everything Zen
JOSH BOROS
Food Critic
I am not a vegetarian, and under
the right circumstances calling me
vegan would result in fisticuffs.
At work I've even scoffed at
some veg head or another as they
send their hapless server back to
the kitchen four times in a busy
rush to ask if they can eat this soup
or that stir-fry.
That said, diversity is a beautiful
thing and if everyone liked the
same stuff life would be pretty
boring, so in some twisted way
vegetarians and vegans have a
place in the culinary landscape
too.
Unfortunately (for them), a lot
of eating establishments put little
to no effort into vegetarian meal
options (*cough cough* dining
hall *cough*), as vegetarians and
vegans compose such a small per-
centage of diners. I mean, really,
how many times a week is salad
enjoyable.
Well veg heads rejoice because
Zen Garden is here to the rescue.
Located at 51 King St. North near
the old Princess Cinema Zen
Garden offers fresh, healthy and
most importantly delicious vege-
tarian meals that even a dedicated
carnivore like myself can enjoy.
The first thing I noticed when
walking in the door was how few
tables there were in the spacious
dining room. After enquiring
about this I was told that the
spaces had been left to make the
guest feel relaxed and not
cramped in. Everything in the
room is designed in the art of feng
shui, from the light pastels of the
walls to the Buddha sitting on the
bar to the sanxian music in the
background, all with the idea of
making you feel comfortable and
relaxed. And it actually works. I
instantly felt like life could move a
little slower as soon as I sat down.
But it is Zen Garden's Taiwanese
food that is its best feature. The
menu covers lunch and dinner
items as well as having a selection
of dim sum style dishes that range
in price from $3.50 to $6.99. For
those of you that haven't tried dim
sum before, I highly recommend
it. Go with a group of friends and
order a selection of these smaller
dishes. Everyone will leave with a
full belly and lots of money left in
their wallet and you'll have gotten
to try a whole mess of things.
Thelunch and dinner menu has
12 choices, with both straight up
vegetarian items as well as some
soya simulants for those that like
the taste of meat and just can't
bear the thought of harming an
animal to get it. Lunch combos are
$10.50 which come with rice, two
side dishes and a soup and dinner
combos for $15.99 and also have a
spring roll, desert and a tea, or just
an entree can be had for $13.99.
They are served bento box-style
rather than on plates for a funkier
presentation.
My friend and I both ordered
from this section. He had the
sweet and sour teriyaki mush-
room cutlets which were absolute-
ly fantastic, the sauce being just
the right balance between sweet
and salty. I had the spicy szechuan
style tofu, mainly because tofu is
such a blank canvas that it's easy
to judge the skill of the chef.
Though I'm not a big fan of tofu
in general, I liked this a lot. It was
nice and firm and the sauce wasn't
overpoweringly spicy, and the
whole dish worked very well with
the Thai black rice mix.
All in all, I would have to say
that Zen Garden is one of the best
vegetarian restaurants I've ever
dined at. The food was good, the
atmosphere relaxed and the
servers very friendly and helpful.
The lunch and dinner dishes are a
little pricey, but they are worth it.
I suggest the vegetarians read-
ing this to use Zen Garden as a
place to treat yourselves when
you're feeling stressed or
bummed. Bring a book, chill out
and contemplate life, the universe
and everything. Your peace of
mindwill thank you later.
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The Sweet 'N
Low on fake
sugar products
JENNIFER O'NEILL
Body Break
We crave sugar.
This should come as no sur-
prise. One of the most commonly
ordered combos at Tim Horton's is
a large double-double and a
donut. In fact, on average we con-
sume about 20 teaspoons of sugar
per day.
But what about all the sugar
substitute products that are in our
baked goods, our breads, our
juices, pops and even water?
New trend diets such as South
Beach limit our daily calories,
making products such as Splenda
and Sweet 'N Low the perfect tool
to help meet a daily caloric intake
without sacrificing our need for
sweets.
A common misconception is
that sugar substitutes, like the
aspartame in Diet Coke, cause
cancer. Study after study has
proved this wrong. All products
with sweeteners have been
approved by the Canadian govern-
ment and are therefore safe to
consume.
However, sweeteners are not a
natural food. They are made by
combining different chemicals.
For example, Sweet 'N Low is
made by combining two chemical
groups: a phenyl group and anoth-
er group composed of oxygen,
nitrogen, carbon and sulfur.
Because sweeteners are essen-
tially 'fake' food (unlike sugar,
which is a naturally occurring car-
bohydrate), sweeteners are syn-
thetic.
Therefore, they are foreign to
the body and do not get digested.
When you eat a sugar substitute,
the body recognizes it as a foreign
being. There are no nutrients or
energy that can be pulled from the
sweetener molecule that would be
helpful in providing anything to
the body.
The only sweetener on the mar-
ket that is not a chemical com-
pound is Stevia. It's an herb that is
much sweeter than sugar, but
calorie-free. Currently it is not
being marketed as a sugar replace-
ment but as a dietary tool. Stevia is
available at Health Food stores,
typically in powder form.
Although all these sweeteners
have been approved as being safe,
they fall short when it comes to
good nutrition. No artificial sweet-
ener should play a major role in a
healthy diet. This does not mean
that there isn't room for the odd
Crystal Light or Diet Coke, but
everything in moderation.
Sugar substitutes can be useful
when trying to lose weight, and in
terms of calories, are often better
choices than their full sugar coun-
terpart.
Sweeteners contain zero calo-
ries
per teaspoon compared to six-
teen calories in a teaspoon of real
sugar. The amount of sugar you
save when drinking Diet Coke or
sweetened juices is significant. If
you drink a lot of soda or juice the
better substitute would be a drink
with a sweetener, but the best
choice is a 100% natural juice or
water.
Contributed Photo
YOU'RE GOING DOWN, SUGAR - While not proven to be harmful, both Sweet 'N Low and Fallout Boy sure seem
like they should be carcinogenic.
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Trade is 'in' and habitats are 'out'
The new Peru-Brazil highway promises to boost trade, but activists fear major repercussions to the Amazon's disappearing forests
KEREN GOTTFRIED
Cord International
An $800 million Inter-Oceanic
highway is currently under con-
struction in Puerto Malondado,
Peru. Set to finish in two years, it
will create a direct commercial
link to Brazil.
Construction is mainly taking
place in the Inambari River, 25,000
acres of which has already been
poisoned by mercury deposits.
The river and surrounding land
is owned by the Amarakaire
Indians, who have no control over
the project.
Conservation International (CI)
is working to lobby the govern-
ment to alleviate the environmen-
tal and social damages to the peo-
ple and wildlife of Peru.
"In 20 years, everyone in this
area will be speaking Portuguese
instead of Spanish," predicts CI
president Russell Mittermeier.
The Brazil-Peru border has
already been paved, and soon the
connection will be a link from the
Brazilian Atlantic to the Pacific
Ocean. It will grant Brazilian
exporters direct access to Pacific
ports, and Peruvian manufactur-
ers direct access to Brazil's large
consumer base.
Conservation activists are con-
cerned about the threat of envi-
ronmental and social damage in
theMadre de Dios region of south-
ern Peru and the nearby
Tambopata National Reserve.
Despite their efforts, they have not
been able to halt construction.
They are concerned that long-
term effects will be similar to the
current situation of the Brazilian
Amazon, including exploitation of
land and natural resources.
Brazil's new highways have led
to large amounts of logging, defor-
estation, mining, heavy migration
and vast plantations. Damages
similar to that of the Brazilian
watersheds and wildlife threaten
to take place in Peru.
The opening of the southern
Peruvian Amazon is expected to
attract large numbers of landless
migrants who will all be looking
for financial opportunities as the
region becomes more accessible.
"Trying to mitigate the potential
effects of the new highway and the
coming avalanche of people is
going to be a major challenge,"
said Mittermeier.
The transcontinental route is
scheduled to be complete within
two years.
Contributed Photo
AFTER THE FIRE - A Greenpeace worker watches the smouldering remains of a section of the Brazilian rainforest, much of which is being destroyed to accomodate the new freeway.
Rent hike on US airbase
KYLE BOULDEN
Cord International
Last week, the government of
Kyrgyzstan laid out new demands
for a massive increase in pay-
ments made by the United States
government for the use of a strate-
gic airbase located outside the
country's capital of Bishkek.
Under the documents present-
ed to American officials, rent for
the use of the Manas airbase will
increase from the current USStwo
million per year to upwards of
US$5O million per year.
The Kyrgyz foreign ministry was
quoted as saying that the new con-
ditions for the use of the base
would include "...increasing the
rent, compensation for ecological
damage, and landing and takeoff
fees for planes."
At a news conference last
Tuesday, Kyrgyz Ambassador to
the United States Zamira Sydykova
explained that "the damage, to a
large extent, is obvious to the envi-
ronment, and the pollution.
People live next to the airbase, and
they are suffering because of this."
Sydykova also expressed con-
cerns about money previously
paid to use the base, which
appears to have disappeared. The
government claims that the
money was stolen by the family of
deposed former President Askar
Akayev.
The Uzbek government told
the United States it would
need to remove its forces by
the end of 2005.
In December 2005, current
Kyrgyz president Kurmanbek
Bakiyev made public his demands
to increase the payments to
US$2OO million a year, which have
since been scaled down. Among
the reasons used to justify the
increase, Bakiyev indicated that
the United States "must take the
Kyrgyz people's social situation
into account."
TheManas airbase was original-
ly established in December 2001
under a United Nations mandate
as part of the military operations
to invade Afghanistan. The base is
a key supply point for military
operations in Afghanistan, with up
to 1,700 troops passing through
each month as well as significant
amounts of fuel for the
forces there.
The decision by the
Uzbekistan government to
discontinue use of its K2
airbase at the end of 2005
has made the Manas base
even more important to
the American and coali-
tion forces in Central Asia.
Kyrgyzstan's current strong bar-
gaining position is as a result of a
resolution created at the July 2005
summit of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization, a
group of countries including
China and former Central Asian
Soviet Republics led by Russia.
This resolution called for a
timetable for the closing of all
American-led bases in Central
Asia. Observers note that it would
be unlikely that Central Asian
leaders such as the Kyrgyz presi-
dent would challenge the United
States to this extent without any
encouragement from Russia.
In the weeks following the meet-
ing the Uzbek government told the
United States that it would need to
remove its forces from the country
by the end of2005, while Tajikistan
has also scaled down operations at
a small base located there.
The Manas base is now the only
base available to coalition forces
in the region.
Contributed Photo
NO MORE CELEBRITY APPEARENCES - Musician Henry Rollins (centre) and
actor Patrick Kilpatrick (centre-right) pose with US Air Force personnel at
Manas Air Base in December 2004 for a Christmas holiday morale-boost.
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Biz kid fights poverty on the net
On top of his busy schedule, third-year business student Anh Truong has created a website where donors can help fight poverty and cancer
TONY FERGUSON
International Editor
Once readings, assignments and
group meetings are piled onto the
schedule of a typical university
student, free time can be nearly
non-existent.
Anh Truong, a third-year Laurier
business student, has defied his
tight schedule by taking on a con-
siderably demanding project.
Truong has created Be the Cure,
a website designed to help fight
cancer and poverty.
"I saw the success of some other
people online but they were all
making money for themselves,"
says Truong, referring to the suc-
cess of such sites as oneredpaper-
clip.blogspot.com. This site's cre-
ator, Kyle MacDonald, initially
posted a picture of a red paper clip
which he then traded for some-
thing of a slightly greater value.
His idea is to continue trading
items in exchange for ones of
greater value until he can get
him-
self a house.
The money-making potential of
the Internet got Truong thinking
about how he could take advan-
tage of it. He also wanted to be dif-
ferent than the Internet money-
makers by using the cash he would
make for a more altruistic cause.
"[The Internet] is a great tool to
use to raise money for something
that's a little more worthwhile," he
said.
With a background in web
design, something he picked up
from creating websites in his spare
time, and the financial analysis
skills of a business student, Truong
decided to see if creating a charita-
ble site would work.
After crunching some numbers
he found that his idea just might
work and he went ahead andstart-
ed the site. It took two weeks to get
everything up and running, which
was the hardest part of it all.
Maintaining and running the site
is still time consuming, with
roughly ten minutes of Truong's
time being eaten up with every
donation made.
"It's a lot of work
... my partners
in my group probably think I'm a
slacker," he said.
So far, the website has generat-
ed over US$4OO and this puts
Truong close to the point of break-
ing even.
Truong's site allows people to
purchase their own piece of digital
territory, which comes in the form
of a butterfly. The concept mimics
a virtual graffiti wall where, after
donating one dollar, people can
leave their name, initials and a
personal message.
"[This message] lets the world
know that you're committed to
improving the quality of life
worldwide," said Truong, hopeful
of attracting two million people to
the site.
"I saw the success of some of
other people online, but they
were all making money for
themselves."
- Anh Truong, third-year business
The money raised from the sale
of the butterflies then goes
to
either Oxfam or the Canadian
Cancer Society, depending on
who the donator wishes to con-
tribute.
Truong chose the butterfly
because it symbolizes
reflection and change.
He hopes that people
will reflect on the need
that exists in the world.
"We all work very
hard for our money,"
he says, "but it's not
that hard to give up a
dollar
...
and if we all
just gave a little bit we
could help in a lot of
ways."
Once the goal is reached, which
Truong expects to happen early
next year, a gala will be held in
Toronto to acknowledge the
donors and supporters of the site.
The 700 spots at the event will be
held on a first come, first serve
basis.
The butterfly campaign may not
necessarily end after the two mil-
lionth person has made their
donation.
"If people keep paying, I'll keep
putting out the butterflies," said
Truong.
Sydney Helland
MESSAGES OF HOPE - Third-year business student Anh Truong displays his website and some of the messages people have left attatched to their butterflies.
One message posted by a donor to the Canadian Cancer Society reads, "This is for my awesome cuz Genevieve, she beat cancer twice!!"
Hamas victory not as bad as it seems to the West
While some see them as a terrorist group, Richard Togman predicts a more democractic Palestine with the newly elected majority
RICHARDTOGMAN
CordInternational
Harakat Al-Muqawama Al-
Islamia, better known as Hamas,
celebrated a green dawn as the
results of the first free Palestinian
elections were tallied.
The Islamic resistance move-
ment, which is responsible for the
majority of suicide bombings of
Israeli buses and cafes, has won a
majority in the Palestinian
Parliament with 76 out of 132 seats.
The election heralded a new era
in Palestinian politics as it has bro-
ken the 30-year stranglehold of
Fatah on Palestinian government.
The corrupt, inefficient and deca-
dent Fatah has been electorally
slammed by the populace, giving
Hamas a mandate for change.
Many see a grim future lying
ahead as international condemna-
tions have rung in as Hamas
is
officially listed as a terrorist organ-
ization in every major Western
country.
Threats of diplomatic boycott
and cancellation of aid have
poured forth as governments seek
to distance themselves from the
new Palestinian leadership.
However, this would be a mis-
take as the Hamas victory will
prove to be a positive
force for
both the peace process and for
Palestinian democracy.
Fatah, the former ruling party,
had completely dominated every
aspect of Palestinian government
and official life since the creation
of the Palestinian Authority. It
ruled as a system of patronage
and
corruption while pretending to be
the voice of all Palestinians.
The Hamas victory has finally
broken the one-party system
and
has invigorated the democratic
process with
a real change in gov-
ernment. Now there will be a real
opposition in government as Fatah
is forced to the back benches.
Moreover, the peaceful han-
dover of power has signaled the
first such transition in the entire
Arab world. No other Middle-
Eastern nation has held elections
with a real opposition party and
then peacefully obeyed the wishes
of the people and stepped out of
office. The Palestinian model of
change, possibly coupled with a
fledgling Iraqi democracy, could
serve as a beacon for the entire
Arab world.
Ironically, the peace process will
also be aided by the electionof the
terrorist group to office. Israel has
always claimed that they lacked a
legitimate partner in negotiations.
Now, the legitimate representa-
tives of the Palestinian people
have gained office.
It has also brought the largest
militant group into the process,
which is something that had been
completely absent before. Peace
with the Palestinian Authority with-
out Hamas would be no peace at all.
Any future negotiations will
have much more significance as
the Palestinians can no longer
claim that they are unable to con-
trol the armed factions. The unit-
ing of Hamas with the powerof the
Palestinian security forces will cre-
ate a truly powerful security force
that can effectively police the ter-
ritories. Any violationof cease fires
can thereafter be legitimately
placed at the feet of the unified
government. Any attack by Hamas
suicide bombers will no longer be
a vigilante act but a declaration of
war.
Accordingly, Hamas has already
offered Israel a ten-year truce, as
per Arab custom, until negotia-
tions can be completed. The inte-
gration of terrorist groups into the
political process is always benefi-
cial. Even if they maintain fiery
rhetoric, their actions are tem-
pered by the realities of holding
office. Such was the case with
many groups ranging from
Hezbollah to the IRA.
Hamas has proven to be the
legitimate choice of the
Palestinians. They are known to be
honest, non-corrupt, disciplined
and organized. The consequences
of electing a militant Islamic party
to office are the responsibility of
the Palestinians alone. Outside
interference, including diplomatic
isolation and cancellation of aid,
would unduly corrupt the legiti-
mate democratic process and
bring justified charges of imperial-
ism and meddling.
We should respect and celebrate
the democratic victory of Hamas
and wish themwell in their quest to
fulfill the wishes of their electorate.
letters@cordweekly.com
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This Week's Crossword
Across:
1. Holds water back
3. Fortune teller's deck
7. Type of beer
8. Adam was made from one
10. Person who doesn't drink
14. A harmless cyst, especially
on the scalp or face
16. Joan of
18. What the sausage was
19. Beside the power button
20. @
22. Toronto abbr.
23. Like 'me' but for many
25. Metallica ' what?'
26. When you are in debt
28. To conclude from evidence
or premises
30. Bull
32. Sit down and you have one,
stand up and it is gone
33. Mix with oxygen to create
cutting torch fuel
36. To just get by
37. Dr. [sci-fi, ask a nerd]
38. A small building of ancient
Greece and Rome used for pub-
lic performances of music and
poetry
39. Beer comes in this
Down:
2. To be used to convey
4. A second person singular
present indicative of'be'
5. The basic unit of moneyin
Yemen
6 -Wan Kenobi
7. A wall hanging; a tapestry
9. Like 'fuck' or 'shit' [2 words]
11. Jewish temple
12. To place under the influence
of a narcotic
13. An individual having a lean,
slightly muscular body build in
which tissues derived from the
embryonic ectoderm predomi-
nate.
13. To consume
17. To go or come back, as to an
earlier condition or place
21. A heavy, stale atmosphere
24. Female sheep [farmer's
favourite!]
25. Ocean
27. Midwest state
29. Piece of skin
31. Slang for 'kid'
34 Bundy
35. leucine abbr.
Weekly
Bad
Drawing
By
Pete Cram
Last Week's Answers
Sudoku
HOW TO PLAY: Fill in the blank squares so that each row/column and
each block of nine includes the numbers 1-9.
Insanity Lite - Those 3 Small Words
Written, Drawn end
Inked By. Jacob Duprey
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WIN SYMPHONY TICKETS!
Successfully complete the puzzle and bring it down to
Angela at the WLUSP offices (basement of Mac House).
If you are one of the first two peo-
M, P |e t0 comPl ete the puzzle, you
Wk will get 2 tickets to the February
Ink | J|\ 1 2th K-W Symphony performance
°112 Opera Without Words.
Did your mom refuse to put your drawings [ ] f j
■ Oil SnOW tnClt bitch*.* up on the fridge, telling you how much you
Be an artist for the Cord!
shamed her? 23T nJri\
Email ejoslin@cordweekly.com r"j T-r
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Arts & Entertainment
Lush lads from across the pond
David Brewis of Field Music (center), one-third of the hottest new band in the UK, talks to The Cord in the band's first Canadian interview
ALEX HAYTER
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Is Field Music the first band
you've been in?
Me and Peter and Andy have
been playing together for over ten
years now - we actually started out
by playing covers in pubs when I
was about 14.
Later on we were writing songs
and trying different things so we
ended up doing lots of different
projects, though I'm loathe to use
that word. Among these were the
New Tellers, which was basically
my bandalthough really it wasn't a
band because we hardly ever did
gigs, hardly ever practiced and
when we recorded I was the only
full-time member.
Electronic Eye Machine were
Peter's band that started out as a
six- or seven-piece doing perform-
ance experiments, but doing gigs
was quite difficult and we were
pretty shambolic at times.
Eventually itwhittled down to just
me, Peter, Andy and Tom from
Maximo Park, and that's when we
decided to do Field Music as a
more collaborative venture.
The AmateurDramatics are the
product of the wild and wayward
imagination of our friend Peter
Stebbing, who shares our studio.
Every now and then he'll ask us to
help him out with a gig so me and
Peter have to relearn all of his
songs and stand at the back while
he emotes, cajoles and enthuses.
Can you describe Sunderland
in a
nutshell?
Sunderland used to be the
biggest ship-building town in
England, just at the edge of the
County Durham coal-field in the
northeast of England, so it was
very much a heavy-industry kind
of place, with the river Wear cut-
ting through it (Sunderland comes
from 'asunder' land, so land cut in
two by the river).
It's about ten miles from
Newcastle, and there's a lot of
rivalry between the two cities
going back to, and further than,
the English Civil War when
Newcastle was Royalist and
Sunderlandwas Parliamentarian -
now it's mostly about football.
After the shipyards and mines
were closed, owing to the wisdom
of Margaret Thatcher, the town
really struggled and it's a place
with a lot of hopelessness because
there's a huge chunk of the popu-
lation who've never expected to
have a job or do anything or go
anywhere. In that sense it's quite
depressing.
It's not a huge place but it was
just big enough to survive all that
industry shutting down. Because
of the history and ties, people still
felt it was worth living there,
though there's always a stream of
people moving to Newcastle, for
better jobs, better nightlife, better
shops, culture, etc.
On the plus side, because there's
so little here, if you want to do
something then there's no set way
of doing it. You have to do it your-
self which can be really liberating
and I think that sense is embed-
ded in our music and especially
The Futureheads'.
We've also got some really nice
beaches, though the cold and
wind mitigate against sunbathing
and beach-volleyball.
Are you guys going to tour
Canadaany time?
We'd love to, but at the moment
we don't have a label in Canada or
the States so we basically can't
afford it. Memphis Industries are
quite a small label and despite the
fact that we're so cheap, clean and
easy to please, we're already a bit
of a financial burden to them, so it
would be a bit much to ask them
to pay for us touring across the
pond, and they'd just say no.
You've cited influences such as
The Beatles, Velvet Underground,
Zeppelin andThe Flaming Lips in
other interviews... what is it about
these bands that doit for you?
Possibilities! I love to hear music
where I don't 'get it' all straight
away, where it sounds like it could
mean lots of different things, and
you could hear a lot of different
things the more you listen. On top
of that, they've all created excel-
lent tunes, excellent songs and
created brilliant, evocative and
affecting records.
Are there any other
singers/groups that you could
addto your influences?
Yes, hundreds - I've been listen-
ing to a lot of Tusk by Fleetwood
Mac lately and I've been really get-
ting into Evol and Sister by Sonic
Youth so we'll probably end up
with a bit of that worked into the
next album somewhere.
Me and Peter have got a bit of a
thing for Peter Gabriel at the
minute as well.
Have you been able to quit your
day jobs yet?
Me and Andy quit our day jobs
at the start of the year - it's been
great to be able to really work on
new songs. In the past it would
take us months to get a new song
in the set, just because we could
only manage a practice a weekand
we were gigging all the time. Now,
we're well on the way with seven or
eight new songs in the space of
two weeks.
In terms of the northeast's music
scene, would you say that your
band bridges a gap between the
styles of The Futureheads and
Maximo Park?
I think that each of our bands is
doing a very separate thing. Max
Park's songs are very literate; Paul's
quite a verbose and intelligent guy
and they do a really good job of get-
ting the kids jumping up and down
but feeling kind-ofmelancholy and
thoughtful at the same time.
I probably see more similarities
between us and The Futureheads
because me, Peter and Barry pret-
ty much decided what we wanted
to do in music together - my stock
phrase is "We grew up together,
musically and otherwise."
We've got quite an analytical
approach andwe're determined to
make things interesting and avoid
lazy cliches and not repeat our-
selves when we run out of ideas.
I think we appreciate the impor-
tance of singing, and we all have
fun with singing, and we've learnt
to sing in our own voices, instead
of pretending to be from Arkansas
or NewYork or London.
The big difference is that the
Futureheads were always very
much a band, out there playing to
people - standing two feet away
and singing and trying to affect
people.
We've found it more difficult to
do that, so we're always going to
appear a little bit more reticent -
though we're trying to get over it
and be less embarrassed onstage.
The next album will probably
sound more live and will be a little
bit easier to play.
Spend much time with the afore-
mentioned bands these days?
Yeah, whenever they're at home
we see loads of them - they're our
best mates.
We also share a rehearsal room
with TheFutureheads - I've proba-
bly seen Jaff every night this week,
and I feel all the better for it - in
mackem parlance, he's lush.
Sold-out tours, world-wide fame,
etc... is this a future you see for
Field Music, or want?
How about sold-out tours of 80
capacity venues? [laughs] I want
us to make excellent music, put on
excellent shows and for us to be
able to communicate the feeling
ofa great new idea to an
audience.
I also don't want the music we
make to be affected by commer-
cial considerations, which is really
difficult because we also want to
be able to make a living from
doing this.
I can't see us ever appealing to
enough people to get into
the
charts, and there's always that sus-
picion that if we did
it'd be
because people are misinterpret-
ing something we've done
and
that must be a really weird feeling.
On the other hand, 1 think
there's probably a lot of people
out
there who would like our music
and we just need to find ways
for
them to hear it.
Contributed Photo
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Why bad music happens to good people
CASSANDRAKYLE
Intercamp
EDMONTON (CUP) - Why do so
many people listen to 'bad' music?
Billboard.com says that Gwen
Stefani was the number one new
artist in2005. Yes, the woman who
taught us how to spell Bananas is
right at the top.
50 Cent was the number one
male artist last year, and the origi-
nal American Idol Kelly Clarkson
was the top female.
Currently Billboard.com says
that the number one ringtone is
"My Humps" by the Black Eyed
Peas. Who wants a room full of lis-
teners to hear about their lovely
lady lumps when their phone
rings? Well, according to the
charts, a lot of people.
Looking at the lyrical content of
this type of music, one has to won-
der: Wiy is it so popular? Why
does bad music happen to good
people? Bob Gilligan, chair of the
music program at Grant MacEwan
College has some thoughts on the
phenomenon.
"We are inundated by media,"
Gilligan said; "Today's youth have
grown up with visuals all around
them. They can't differentiate
between what they like visually
and what they like orally. It's the
exact truth that people do that ...
they tend to like bad music."
Gilligan believes that 95 percent
of music is visual, while only the
remaining five percent has some-
thing to do with the actual sound
produced by the artist.
"What does that say about qual-
ity?" he asked. "Because we are so
inundatedwith so much music it's
hard to differentiate with what's
good and what's bad," Gilligan
added. "When you hear it (the
same songs) over and over, you
tend to think it's good - but not
necessarily."
Gilligan says that people don't
even know how to listen to music
anymore, and society should take
the bruntof the blame for it.
"It's impossible to have free will
... you are in many ways con-
trolled by the environmentaround
you and media is everywhere," he
said. "If you had an iPod what
would you put on it? Ten songs
you've never heard of or ten songs
you have?"
Dr. Fiona Angus, sociologist at
MacEwan, agrees with Gilligan
when he says that 95 percent of
music is visual, but she has her
own thoughts on why 'bad' music
is so popular. "Our evaluations of
goodness and badness are highly
subjective and very individual-
ized," Angus said. "To latch on to
something that is considered to be
offensive to older people ... it
becomes symbolic of rebellion.
Very often the listeners of that
music do not really know what
they're listening to. I think that
underlying that 95 percent visual
is that whole layer of symbolism."
"On the positive side," Angus
said, "the popularity of this type of
music tends to have a short life
span." But do people consciously
realize that the music they like is
really that bad? "For many people
it's an active choice to find the
most vile music possible," Angus
explained. "Truly bad music, gen-
uinely bad music ... will have pop-
ularity with a marginal group and
will die out quickly"
Angus has two theories on
where all these poor and popular
songs we listen to come from, and
no, it's not rising from the depths
ofhell.
"Music companies have more
and more targeted a younger gen-
eration. When they find what sells
they will keep re-packaging it."
She also says that the life of pop-
ular music also begins somewhere
where its audience thinks that
their music choices are obviously
safe from the label of 'bad music'.
"Anything that becomes popu-
lar usually starts its life on the edge
of culture," Dr. Angus said. The
sociologist says that due to mas-
sive marketing schemes and
media conglomerates, music isn't
any different from your new pair
of jeans. "That's what music is
now, it's a product just like a new
soft drink or food or fashion,"
Angus said.
"Not that long ago people did
not know what these artists looked
like," she commented. "With more
and more visual exposure the
competition becomes increased."
That means companies are try-
ing even harder to produce a new
superstar to grab all your hard
earned dollars. Advertisements
are popping up everywhere, and
more and more ads are finding
their way onto your computer.
But Arthur Fafard, owner of
Blackbyrd Myoozik says that the
computer age is helping, not
harming, his business. He should
be the one to know, his alternative
music store has been in business
for twelve years.
"I think it's changing a bit with
access to the Internet," Fafard
said. "People buy way more better
music because they are way more
informed."
Unfortunately, he still thinks the
popularity of 'bad' music is due to
the media forcing re-packaged
artists to appear all around us. "I
think average people in the aver-
age populous don't really spend
much time listening to music,"
Fafard explained. "With all the
images around them, it's informa-
tion overload."
But there are ways to try and
lessen the flow of the pop stars'
songs into your head. Try listening
to a soundtrack to a movie,
according to Fafard it is a great
way to experience the sounds of
new artists.
Gilligan suggests listening to
alternative radio stations, or going
to a live show whereyou are forced
to really listen to what the artist is
singing about.
There is no definite answer
when asking why bad music hap-
pens to good people. Perhaps
Gilligan sums it up best when he
says "what we're saying here is
music just isn't music anymore."
CUP Image
Fisher drops byWilf's, pleases stoners and girls
Alt-rocking troubadour Jeremy Fisher dropped by Laurier for a tiny solo show, and ended up inadvertantly creating a dancefloor fever
DAVE RICCI
Cord A&E
Last Thursday, Vancouver-based
acoustic crooner Jeremy Fisher
strolled into Wilf's with a set of
crowd-pleasing songs.
This up-and-coming artist
recently completed an across-
Canada tour which was very origi-
nal. Packing nothing more then
his wallet and guitar, Fisher made
his way across our fine country on
a bicycle.
In six months the young bard
covered over 7500 km, which is
quite impressive considering that
most musicians yearn to tour in
the comfort of a bus.
Playing songs from his major
label debut, Let It Shine, Fisher
was in good form in front of the
enthusiastic Wilf's crowd.
Incorporating the always-pleas-
ing harmonica into some of his
songs, Fisher created
a positive
vibe which got the Wilf's crowd
moving. One of the better points of
the night was when Fisher played
his nostalgic track "High School".
Singing about when an
unnamed authority figure, "Told
us drugs were no good, but then
we smoked 'em and liked 'em so
much that we smoked a little
more," Fisher got respect from the
enthusiastic girls at the front of the
stage and the stoners
in the back.
After finishing a set of original
music Fisher returned to the stage
and got the floor dancing with an
impressive cover of The Jackson
Five's "1 Want You Back".
Although Fisher's style is some-
what similar to that of fellow
Canadian acts such as Peter Elkas
and Sam Roberts, his dedication
to songwriting made for an enjoy-
able night of music at Wilf's.
Arts & Entertainment
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Karla Homolka:fact asfiction
DRUJEFFRIES
FilmCritic
A few days ago, I received an e-mail
petition that sought to shut down
production on the Karla Homolka
biopic. Apparently, 500 names is all
you need to turn back time.
The film, cleverly titled Karla,
has already been released, but
when I checked last weekend, it
was playing in only six theatres
across Ontario, it's clear that this
film has almost no audience in
Canada and that, for all of the
business that it will do, it may as
well have not been released.
The horror of these tragic and
disgusting events has almost
reached mythic status in our
nation, and has undeniably
impressed itself upon our cultural
consciousness. The mere utter-
ance of the names Homolka or
Bernardo is enough to draw angry
glares from almost anyone in the
province of Ontario.
That said, I deleted the petition
without adding my name, and not
only because of the futility of shut-
ting down a film production after
the fact.
We live in a world of commodi-
ties and a world of fictions. When
Leslie Mahaffy and Kristen French
died, their stories died with them.
Everything else, aside from the
experiences of the perpetrators, is
a fiction of one kind or another,
whether it is a news broadcast of
the trial, a police report of the
crime scene, an obituary in the
newspaper or a fictionalized film
in the multiplex.
It is in our media-driven nature
to create these little things called
stories. Once something has hap-
pened, it can only be remembered
through story, and story is, by
nature, fiction. It is a process
determined almost entirely by the
writer's biases. No fact escapes the
interpretation of the author.
Everything that is included in the
writing is meaningful and every-
thing that was excluded from the
writing is meaningful.
Which brings me to Karla, the
film. I haven't seen it, and I don't
have a strong inclination to seek
it
out, frankly. However, it is no dif-
ferent than the newspaper article,
or the police report, or the obitu-
ary: it's just another commodity in
our fictionalized world of stories.
There's more than one way to
interpret any piece of art; every-
body knows that (I hope).
Sure, the director and writer of
Karla probably had their own
agendas, but who's to say that they
were even in concert? Why should
your reading of the film have to
coincide with that of its creator(s)?
If that were the case, the english
and the math departments would
be going out for lunch with each
other more often.
Do I wish that this film, Karla,
had never been made? No.
My wish is that the events that
"inspired" the film had never
occurred. But since we have the
film, for better or for worse, the
artistic community owes it to itself
to judge it.
After all, it probably sucks any-
way.
Contributed Photo
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